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ABSTRACT
This research explored the experience of self-talk (intrapersonal communication)
among subjects of varying well-being, considering multiple characteristics of self-talk
such as tone, content, timing, and subject awareness. The research questions were: (R1)
How is intrapersonal communication used and experienced by those with higher and
lower levels of self-assessed well-being? (R2) To what extent are subjects of varying
well-being states aware of their intrapersonal communication?
Twenty semi-structured personal interviews were conducted with individuals of
varying well-being and other characteristics such as age and occupation. The subjects
ranged in age from approximately twenty-one to eighty. The interviews were audio
recorded, transcribed and examined for common themes, using an analytic induction
process. Various characteristics of self-talk were explored within the interviews including
tone, utility and repetition.
Self-talk was commonly used by high and low well-being subjects, in all four life
situations examined - decisions, disappointment, ethical dilemma and interpersonal
conflict. Similar common usage was found in the mid-range well-being group, except
with the disappointment context. Awareness of self-talk is common among all three
groups, as was the tendency toward some level of embarrassment related to self-talk.
Both high and low well-being subjects exhibited a number of unique themes in
their self-talk, and these themes lead to several practical implications. Although these
vii

themes are not implied as causally linked to well-being, they offer the potential for
personal and professional experimentation. Practical implications of the research include
the guidance to limit the extent of self-talk in ethical decisions and disappointment
contexts, and to consider audible self-talk for decision and disappointment contexts. A
progressive self-talk style and avoiding rumination are guides to consider in the decision
context.
Theoretical implications are discussed, including the potential for extending the
conceptions of well-being and symbolic interactionism.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Self-talk: Is it friend or foe? Actually, it’s both.
Self-talk is a complex phenomenon, and it is not experienced in the same manner
by everyone. “I really enjoy my communication with myself’ said one study participant.
Yet another subject lamented “There’s always a running commentary in there, you know.
And it’s usually doubting whatever I’m doing”. At times, self-talk looks like friend; it is a
useful, valuable activity. At other times, self-talk takes on a different nature, and appears
more like foe.
This study examined the self-talk experience of subjects with varied levels of
well-being - those who considered themselves generally happy of recent date, and those
who rated their well-being at a more compromised level. The resea h considered many
features of that self-talk, including its tone, content, and timing. The research questions
were: (R 1) How is intrapersonal communication used and experienced by those with
higher and lower levels of self-assessed well-being, and (R2) To what extent are subjects
of varying well-being states aware of their intrapersonal communication? This chapter
provides an introduction to the study, including contributions it may offer to theory and
to practical life.
An essential value of this study lies in the potential connections between well
being and self-talk. If self-talk is uniquely experienced by genera: . happy, high well

being subjects, this in turn hints at possible connections between the two variables. There
may indeed be therapeutic value in self-talk that is constructed and experienced in
specific ways. Indeed, this study did uncover a number of unique themes in the way selftalk is experienced by high and low well-being subjects. In turn, these themes provide a
number of directions for experimentation, both personally and professionally.
This investigation has potential connection with personal well-being and
functioning, interpersonal relationships and the broader public good. By understanding
the nuanced relationships between self-talk and well-being, such connections may then be
useful to help reclaim, preserve and enhance personal well-being, whicn in turn has
potential for interpersonal relationships and contribution to broader public welfare. A
man or woman troubled by dysfunctional self-talk is potentially less functional internally,
in social relationships, and in society.
Although self-talk is a common and prevalent activity, it is something about
which we are sometimes embarrassed. If someone overhears us talking aloud to
ourselves, we run the risk of being teased, or perhaps worse. We know from prior
research that self-talk has value, but that value has subtle nuances and variance. In some
situations self-talk is seen to be useful and helpful, but less so in other contexts. It is not a
generic “over the counter” remedy to be taken by all with the same dosage, timing and
patterns for everyone and every context. Its value varies with the context and situation, as
we see from prior research.
Setting a Context for Self-Talk Research
Self-talk, has been examined and discussed in various contexts. What follows is a
brief review of self-talk research in the athletic context, followed by organizational and
2

healthcare settings. These contexts present a picture of self-talk as a nuanced
phenomenon of some complexity, rather than a generic simplistic notion.
Various functions have been ascribed to intrapersonal communication
(Cunningham, 1992), including attaching meaning to perceptual input. It has been clearly
connected with symbolic interaction (Vocate, 1994; Applegate, 1992).
Self-talk is a prevalent practice among athletes (Thiese & Huddieston, 1999;
Heishman & Bunker, 1989), with positive self-talk appearing to be related to higher
performance (Van Raalte et al., 1995). However, there are subtleties in the value found
for self-talk in the athletic context; it appears more fitting for some task conditions than
others. Peynircioglu, Thompson, and Tanielian (2000) suggest that imagery appears to be
more effective in situations demanding fine and specific skills. But in activity dealing
with one major motor skill, other types of strategy (such as self-talk) appear better suited.
Other researchers have found variance in the utility of self-talk connected to its content.
Hatzigeorgiadis, Theodorakis, and Zourbanos (2004) examined self-talk in the context of
precision and power in a ball throwing task. The group using instructional self-talk,
related to performance of the task, showed more improvement. But in a power task, only
the motivational self-talk group saw substantial improvement.
In the organizational context, self-talk also displays subtle variance in utility. In a
study of entry-level recruits, Waung (1995) found that subjects who were provided
additional resources, including self-talk training, in addition to other job-related
information given to all subjects, actually had a lower short-term survival rate on the job.
However, four weeks later, if still on the job, they were more inclined to be satisfied in
the job and planning to remain on a long term basis. Although in the short term, self-talk.
O

appeared to oe problematic, self-selection out of a job situation is not always a negative
course of action.
In a healthcare context also, self-talk displays a nuanced picture. It has been
linked with improved academic performance among children with emotional or behavior
disorders (Callicott & Park, 2003), and shown effective with anxiety-afflicted children
(Kendall, 1994). Negative self-talk has shown significant connection to childhood anxiety
disorder and to therapy treatment improvement, however positive self-talk did not
(Treadwell and Kendall, 1996); healthier functioning was linked to less negative self-talk,
but not to higher levels of positive self-talk. Treatment studies find benefit from self-talk
training, lessening anxiety levels in anxious children, according to Prins & Hanewald
(1999). Self-talk is used as a self-care behavior to manage disease anxiety (Kemppainen,
et al, 2003), and it is correlated with health-promoting behaviors (Birkimer, Druen,
Holland, & Zingman, 1996). The treatment of depression includes evidence that
intrapersonal communication has a role. Cognitive and interpersonal therapy include
elements of intrapersonal communication - attending to and altering one’s internal
messaging (Reinecke, 2002; Gilbert, 2000). A ruminative response to depression serves
to worsen symptoms (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987), which may negatively implicate
ruminative self-talk. Self-talk can also be an instrument of self-criticism with negative
effect (Brabham, 2004).
Research conducted with imagined Interactions (IIs) also displays a variegated
picture of self-talk. IIs are a specific subset of the broader construct of Intrapersonal
Communication, and refer to self-talk in the context of imagined communication with
another party. Honeycutt, Zagacki and Edwards (1989) characterize IIs as “an extension
4

of intrapersonal communication and as a specific type of social cognition in which
communicators experience cognitive representations of conversation with its
accompanying verbal and nonverbal features” (p. 169). Research has indicated variance
in the self-talk of differing cultural groups (McCann & Honeycutt, 2006).
How this Research was Conducted
This study utilized a lengthy semi-structured interview with twenty individuals of
varied personal characteristics such as well-being, gender and age. The conversations
were audio recorded, transcribed and examined for thematic patterns. An analytic
induction process (Bulmer, 1979) was used in the thematic identification process.
The interviews began with an introduction to self-talk and a brief sample.
Subjects were then asked to comment about their self-talk, asked how they knew about
self-talk, and asked to rate their level of well-being during the past three to four months.
There were four major sections within the interviews, each focusing on self-talk
characteristics in one of four specific life situations -- decisions, disappointment, ethical
questions, and inteipersonal conflict. With each of these four sections, subjects were
asked to imagine a recent situation, then asked if they had utilized self-talk, and to
describe it. Participants were queried about various attributes of their self-talk in each
situation, such as its quantity, tone, timing, and value. Each section of the interview
protocol featured a closing inquiry as to whether the description of the self-talk in the
specific instance was typical of their self-talk in those types of situations. Following the
four situational discussions, subjects were asked whether there were other situations
where they would tend to use self-talk. Two closing questions asked whether there were
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clarifications or additions to the discussion, and whether the conversation had influenced
participants in some manner.
A Preview of the Study Results and Implications
Self-talk is commonly used by both high and low well-being subjects, in each of
the four life situations examined - decisions, disappointment, ethical dilemma and
interpersonal conflict. Awareness of self-talk is also common among both groups, as was
the tendency toward some level of embarrassment related to self-talk.
But there are also distinct differences in the experience of self-talk within the two
groups. In the decision context, the high well-being group indicated that the self-talk in
the particular decision case was typical of their self-talk in times of important decisions.
Their self-talk description had a common theme, that of addressing alternatives and pros
and cons. A number of this group indicated a progressive, forward-moving character
within their self-talk, which was not evident in the low well-being group. The low well
being group had three unique themes - their self-talk tended to be repetitive, silent, and
its voice tended to be their own.
With recent disappointments, there were several unique themes found among the
groups. The high well-being group self-talk was accurate, convincing and useful, and the
voice was their own. The low well-being group indicated a large quantity of self-talk, a
tendency to generally use self-talk in disappointment times, and a silent self-talk style.
With recent ethical questions, the only unique theme noted was that the high well
being group self-talk was typical of their self-talk in times of ethical quandary. There was
indication in the low well-being group of a considerable amount of self-talk.
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in the context of recent interpersonal conflict, the high well-being group generally
use self-talk in such situations, and their self-talk was accurate, useful, and silent. In other
situations where self-talk tends to be used, the high well-being group displayed two
unique themes. Their seif-talk tends to be silent and it is considered helpful.
These unique themes point toward several practical implications. Although not
advanced as causally linked, they offer a direction for personal and professional
experimentation. The way in which high and low well-being subjects use and experience
self-talk may offer clues for optimizing its use, personally and professionally.
When faced with decision, the study findings implicate making use of audible,
progressive, non-repetitive self-talk, and to include the voices of others. In times of
disappointment, the implication is that we might experiment with including audible and
self-voiced self-talk, as well as exercising care to limit its quantity. Limiting self-talk
quantity is also a caution with ethical situations. With interpersonal conflict, we might
consider the use of self-talk that is silent, and that features one’s personal voice.
There are also theoretical implications that may be derived from this study,
including the potential of altering or extending conceptions of well-being and symbolic
interactionism. Self-talk’s subject, audibility, repetitiveness, and quantity would be
potential areas to explore more precise connections between self talk and well-being.
Self-talk can be friend or foe, helpful or otherwise. This study provides a compass
pointing to a number of ways in which self-talk may be optimized. Because self-talk is so
readily accessible and changeable, we can easily experiment with the implications of this
study, both personally and professionally.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
This research explored how intrapersonal communication (self-talk) is
experienced by subjects of varying well-being. The research included a variety of self
talk characteristics, including its tone, content, and timing, and also examined subject
awareness of self-talk. This chapter reviews various existing literature addressing
intrapersonal communication including such contexts as athletics and healthcare. The
review then moves to literature concerning well-being and the allied area of depression
and its treatment.
Understanding Intrapersonal Communication
Intrapersonal Communication is essentially dialog earned on with the self.
Fletcher (1989) describes it as “the interior neural manifestation of the social process of
communication’' (p. 200). Apple (1989) speaks of intrapersonal communication in terms
of the processes whereby “messages are created, exchanged, and implemented” (p. 323).
He further claims that that it “plays a clear and key role in identifying stimuli, assigning
meaning to those stimuli and selecting both internal and external modes of response to
the stimuli” (p.323).
Commonly termed self-talk, intrapersonal communication can take many forms —
silent or spoken, fragmented or very complete, anticipatory (prospective) or historic
(retroactive), nurturing or critical. It may be clearly audible, as when issuing directions to
8

the self such as “calm down; stay cool; don’t get upset; don’t worry; remember to
smile” or various other self-regulating messages. An individual may issue a question —
“now where is that letter? I know it was here yesterday. Where can it be?” Those who
happen to overhear may respond with a good-natured comment such as “If you start
answering yourself, I’m calling for help!”
Self-talk can also be silent, as when one internally speaks to the self with
comments such as “Let it go, it’s not worth a fight. Don’t forget the dry cleaning. I think I
need a break; let’s stop and get a snack.” Others do not hear these frequent messages, but
they can be quite evident and detectable to the self.
Cunningham (1992) cites numerous functions that have been asserted for
intrapersonal communication, including talking to oneself, inner speech, internal dialog
between two parts of the self, and attaching meaning to perceptual input. He cited
various characteristics attributed to self-talk, including therapeutic value and prevalence.
Although the terms self-talk and intrapersonal communication may have been
coined in more recent times, the idea of internal communication has a much longer
history —including over 2300 years ago, among the writings of Plato (360 B.C.), where
thought is characterized as merely unspoken internal talk. In more recent times, the
subject has received the attention of various authors (Applegate, 1992; Barker & Barker,
1992; Cunningham, 1992; Hikins, 1989; Honeycutt, 2003; Roberts & Watson [Eds.],
1989; Vocate, 1994).
Some have considered that intrapersonal communication lacks sufficient
theoretical base (Applegate, 1992; Cunningham, 1992). Vocate (1994) and Applegate
(1992) have each made efforts to contribute to the theoretical base of intrapersonal
9

communication. Vocate (1994) distinguished between the concepts of self-talk and inner
speech, portraying inner speech as a foundational process of coding meanings adopted
from social interaction, to create verbal thought. Inner speech is seen as never being
communicative, whereas self-talk refers to the dialog between parts of the self.
Intrapersonal is a specific level of communication; the inner speech process enables all
varied communication levels. Self-talk needs a level of self-awareness, whereas inner
speech does not. Vocate (1994) characterizes self-talk as being audible or inaudible,
self-aware, dialogical, and involving both self-stimuli and self-response.
Vocate (1994) clearly connects her discussion to a foundation of symbolic
interaction. She indicates that self-talk is “engendered by symbolic interaction and
arises from a mental foundation of inner speech” (Vocate, 1994, p. 3). Applegate (1992)
positioned intrapersonal communication within a symbolic interaction framework
through which intrapersonal communication is viewed as a symbolic exchange that
occurs within the individual.
In summary, intrapersoi<cd communication is essentially a communication that is
earned on with the self. It takes many forms, including silent and audible messaging.
Various functions have been ascribed to it (Cunningham, 1992), including attaching
meaning to perceptual input. It has been clearly connected with symbolic interaction
(Vocate, 1994; Applegate, 1992). The following section discusses symbolic
interactionism theory, including the integral role of intrapersonal communication.
Symbolic Interactionism and Intrapersonal Communication
Symbolic interaction, in essence, is a way of theorizing human behavior (Baran &
Davis, 2006; Faules & Alexander, 1978). It conceives of human action as socially
10

influenced, through symbols, which can be the spoken or written word, as well as such
communication-related elements as societal norms and nonverbal influences. These
symbols not only influence initial behavior, but have an ongoing influence due to our
proclivity to internalize their messaging. We create our view of the world and ourselves
through symbols.
Symbolic interactionism developed in the 1920s and 1930s as a critical reaction to
behaviorism (Baran & Davis, 2006). The term itself was invented by Herbert Blumer
(1969) but the concepts have an earlier history (Stryker, 1980). Mead (1934) was an early
pioneer in the theory of symbolic interaction, and is generally considered its originator
(Meltzer, Petras & Reynolds, 1975). When confronted with choices and dangers, people
are able to consider a variety of options, hold those possibilities in mind while
considering yet others. These options are internalized through the employment of
symbols (Mead, 1934). What distinguishes the animal from the human is the ability to
create symbols, and to hold in the mind multiple symbols each representing potential
future action; and language makes it possible (ibid).
Symbolic interactionism has been discussed in such contexts as cartoons (Davies,
1995), religious institutions (Shupe, 2004), consumer products (Solomon, 1983),
grounded theory women’s health research (Crooks, 2001), cultural neuroscience (Franks,
2003), and crisis communication (Nwankwo, 1971).
Fauies and Alexander (1978) have characterized symbolic interaction as “a
communication theory of human behavior” (p. vii). They use symbolic interaction as the
underlying framework upon which to discuss human communication, including mass
communication. They draw three propositions from symbolic interactionism which they

consider important to studying communication: our interpretations and perception of the
envi ronment depend on communication; communication guides our concept of seif, role
and situation. In turn, these concepts guide communication; communication involves
complex interaction, rather than simply stimulus-response processing.
Intrapersonal communication has a close connection with symbolic interaction, as
evidenced in the writings of Herbert Blumer (1969), who offers three foundations of
symbolic interaction: (1) we respond to things based on the meaning they have for 11s, (2)
these meanings develop out of our social interaction with others, but (3) those meanings
are also modified by our personal interpretation. Human action is more than mere
reaction to stimuli, it is derived from the meanings those stimuli have for us. This
explains why a frown would provoke a different reaction in one situation than in another.
Meaning deri ves from social interaction, rather than being inherent in the object itself, or
being a “psychical accretion” (Blumer, 1969, p. 4) of the observing person. Instead,
meanings are created through the manner in which others act in connection with that
object. For example, a particular animal comes to have its meaning based on how people
act and interact with regard to that animal. That meaning, however, is not merely
adopted, rather it is internalized through personal interpretation. Blumer (1969) describes
this third foundation, personal construction of meaning, as resting on intrapersonal
communication, having two steps - attending to and making meaning of things.
First, the actor indicates to himself the things toward which he is acting; he has to
point out to himself the things that have meaning. The making of such indications
is an internalized social process in that the actor is interacting with himself. This
interaction with himself is something other than an interplay of psychological
12

elements; it is an instance of the person engaging in a process of communicating
with himself, Second, by virtue of this process of communicating with himself,
interpretation becomes a matter of handling meanings. The actor selects, checks,
suspends, regroups, and transforms the meanings in the light of the situation in
which he is placed and the direction of his action (p. 5).
Intrapersonal communication is an inherent element of symbolic interaction. We can and
do use self-talk to assign meaning to symbols from our internal and external environment.
Those meaning-imbued symbols thereafter influence our future cognitions and actions.
We literally create our personal reality, the way the world is for us, by self-talking it into
existence and meaning, through our inner voice. Some would alert us, however, to the
nuanced nature of voice (Rakow & Wackwitz, 2004; Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, &
Tarule, 1986), and we will return to this caution in chapter five.
To summarize, symbolic interactionism has three foundations (Blumer, 1969): (1)
we respond to things based on their meaning to us, (2) these meanings develop from
social interaction with others, but (3) they are also modified by personal interpretation.
Blumer (1969) describes this third element as having two steps - attending to ana making
meaning of things. The individual identifies meaningful things through a social internal
process, communication with the self, and makes meaning of the thing. Intrapersonal
communication is an inherent component of symbolic interaction. We now turn to
intrapersonal communication in specific contexts, first an athletic context, followed by
organizational and healthcare contexts, followed by a discussion of a particular form of
intrapersonal communication, imagined interactions.

Self-Talk in the Athletic Context
Researchers have investigated the use of psychological skills, including self-talk, among
athletes, and found a prevalent use of self-talk. This present research helps ill! out the
picture of self-talk as a nuanced phenomenon. Heishman and Bunker (1989) found that
56% of their sample used self-talk frequently or often in readying for competition. A
study by Kirkby (1991) provided athletes with an introduction to three psychological
tools and were later surveyed about the use made of these tools. Eighty-three percent
(83%) indicated using self-talk in connection with competition. Defrancesco and Burke
(1997) found that self-talk was among the most common performance improvement
strategies used by participating athletes. A study by Thiese and Huddleston (1999) found
high use of positive self-talk, goal setting and music among female swimmers. Their
discussion included commentary that it is to the coach’s advantage to train team members
in the use of various psychological skills.
Barr and Hall (1992) conducted a study of almost 350 rowing athletes, and found
that most used the technique of mental imagery, and about half of ih> athletes used
“other” mental techniques, although self-talk was not specifically cited. Van Raalte et al
(1995) replicated a study by Dagrou, Gauvin, and Halliwell, published in 1992, and
obtained similar results —indications that those subjects using positive self-talk perform
substantially better in an athletic task (dart throwing) than did those who used negative
self-talk. The positive self-talk consisted of asking subjects to say the phrase “you can do
it” before each dart throw, or a negative self-talk version, “you cannot do it.”
Bauman (2000), a sports psychologist, has seen from experience “how ‘mental
management’ contributes to an athlete’s performance. Some Olympians even say it
14

accounts for 90% of their success” (p. 62). Positive self-talk is one of the management
techniques listed by Bauman (2000).
Some research has indicated that not all mental strategies are equally effective in
all situa, ns. Peynircioglu, Thompson, and Tanielian (2000) found that imagery
enhanced performance in a more cognitive task (free throw), but not performance in a
grip test. They commented “it appears that engaging in mental rehearsal or other
strategies does enhance sports performance, but it is important to choose the right
strategy for any given sport” (p. 155). They suggest that imagery appears to be more
effective in situations demanding fine and specific skills. But in activity dealing with one
major motor skill, other types of strategy (such as self-talk and other activity) appear
better suited.
Hatzigeorgiadis, Theodorakis, and Zourbanos (2004) examined self-talk in the
context of precision and power in a ball throwing task. The two self-talk groups enhanced
their performance with the precision task, but the group using self-talk of an instructional
nature (related to task performance) improved more. For the power task, only the
motivational self-talk group saw substantial improvement.
In summary, self-talk is a prevalent behavior among athletes (Heishman &
Bunker, 1989; Thiese & Huddleston, 1999), with positive self-talk appearing to be related
to higher performance (Van Raalte et al., 1995). Self-talk appears more fitting for some
task conditions than others (Peynircioglu, Thompson, & Tanielian, 2000;
Hatzigeorgiadis, Theodorakis, & Zourbanos, 2004). There are subtleties and nuances
involved in the effective use of self-talk. The following discussion about self-talk in the
workplace further illustrates subtlety connected with self-talk.
15

Self- Talk in the Organizational Context
The orientation of new employees is a common employment practice, albeit with
varying degrees of sophistication, content and formality. Trainee orientation can take the
form of imparting minimal job content information such as the specific tasks to be
performed, how to complete each task, where to find supplies and resources, benefits
offered in the company, etc. However, staff orientation can also include more
sophisticated content.
There is limited research on how coping coaching affects the adjustment and
tenure of new hires and the results of the limited research are inconclusive (Waung,
1995). In a study of entry-level service recruits, Waung (1995) found that subjects who
were provided additional resources, including self-talk training, in addition to other jobrelated information given to all subjects, actually had a lower short-term survival rate on
the job. However, four weeks later, if still on the job, they were significantly more
inclined to be satisfied in the job and planning to stay for at least a year. The coping
information heightened subject perceptions of job information of a negative nature,
despite receiving the same negative job information as the control group. Given the
potentially high cost of recruiting new hires, it may be prudent to conduct additional
research in the role that self-talk and self-talk coaching may be able to play.
Waung’s (1995) findings may offer some hint as to self-talk’s potential role in
overall well-being. Self-talk is not without its subtleties. It may vary in value depending
upon the time frame under consideration, as one may be inclined to suspect in light of the
Waung (1995) study. However, even for those workers with shorter job tenure, self-talk
16

coaching may still be viewed in a positive light - perhaps serving to cut short a negative
experience or a questionable fit between job and employee. Self-talk may indeed have
uncomfortable and challenging consequences as one employs it to deconstruct aspects of
one’s life situation, and it may bring short term impacts that appear to be detrimental, yet
may be positive in the longer term context. Greater understanding of the nuances of self
talk may help more effectively realize its potential value.
Self-Talk in the Healthcare Context
Self-talk has shown value in the context of healthy functioning, as this section
illustrates. It has been examined in the context of children with emotional or behavioral
disorders (Callicott and Park, 2003) with study findings indicating improved academic
performance during self-talk intervention. However, the study discussion admits as a
weakness the variability of baseline data for the participants. The authors call for future
research to determine the role self-talk plays in behavioral change more clearly.
Kendall (1994) found indication of cognitive-behavioral therapy, with self-talk
coaching, being effective with children having anxiety disorders, although the author
indicated that by using multiple treatment elements one could not isolate the contribution
of each element. Treadwell and Kendall (1996) also investigated childhood anxiety
disorders and self-talk, and found that negative self-talk showed a significant connection
to anxiety disorder and to therapy treatment improvement, whereas positive self-talk did
not. Healthier functioning was linked to less self-talk of a negative nature, but not to
higher levels of positive self-talk. This finding may have broader implications for
intrap^rsonal communication; it may be markedly more important to limit negative self
talk than to focus on increased use of positive sjelf-talk.
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Prins and Hanewald (1999) examined whether coping self-talk helps or hinders
task performance. They determined a positive correlation between coping self-talk and
negative thoughts for anxious children. However, the self-talk was not a substantial
contributor to performance. The authors cited earlier research that found a negative
correlation between coping self-talk and test performance among test-anxious children.
However, when Prins and Hanewald (1999) controlled for negative self-evaluation, the
task performance variation related to coping cognition (and off-task thinking)
disappeared. This outcome moderates the negative connections between self-talk and
performance found in other studies. The authors draw a distinction between the
assessment studies, and treatment studies which do find benefit from self-talk training,
actually lessening anxiety levels in anxious children. They raise the possibility that the
discrepancy between the findings of assessment and treatment studies may be due to
mistakenly equating the coping thoughts addressed in their studies. “The self-talk of
anxious children may appear coping in nature ... but, at the same time, may not be
functional for the anxious child’s behavior in terms of reducing stress and improving
performance” (p. 438).
Self-talk is one of several categories of self-care behavior used to manage HIVrelated anxiety (Kemppainen et al., 2003). Almost 85% in one study (Kemppainen et al.,
2003) used some form of active self-care, including positive self-talk. The most prevalent
behavior was the use of distraction activities (25%), with self-talk as the fourth mostcited strategy, cited by nine percent of the sample. The authors called for future research
to consider the effectiveness of self-care behaviors for coping with fear and anxiety in
those with HIV.
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Self-talk has been shown to be highly correlated with health-promoting behaviors
such as vigorous exercise (Birkimer, Druen, Holland, & Zingman, 1996). Self-talk may
serve as a subtle covert reinforcement for the health-promoting behavior. The authors cite
the need to show why the correlation exists between healthy behaviors and such
predictors as self-talk. Controlling weight is of concern to many, and self-talk is seen to
have a connection. “The pressure we put on ourselves to succeed - and the self-criticism
we indulge in when we fall short of the mark - can have dire emotional and dietary
repercussions” (Brabham, 2004, p. 61). Sel f-talk plays a role in the weight reduction
context, albeit not always a helpful role.
In summary, self-talk has been linked with improved academic performance
among children with emotional or behavior disorders (Callicott & Park, 2003), and
shown effective with anxiety-afflicted children (Kendall, 1994). Negative self-talk has
shown significant connection to childhood anxiety disorder and to therapy treatment
improvement, whereas positive self-talk did not (Treadwell and Kendall, 1996); healthier
functioning was linked to less negative self-talk, but not to higher levels of positive self
talk. !, i mncnt studies find benefit from sdl'-udk train tug, lessening anxiety levels in
anxious children, according to Prins and ITanewald (1999), but there is discrepancy
between the treatment and assessment study findings which may be a result of wrongly
equating various coping thoughts. Self-talk is used as a self-care behavior to manage
disease anxiety (Kemppainen, et al, 2003), and it is highly correlated with healthpromoting behaviors (Birkimer, Druen, Holland, & Zingman, 1996). However, self-talk
can also be an instrument of self-criticism with negative consequences (Brabham, 2004).
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We now turn to a particular type of intrapersonal communication, imagined
interactions. As the name suggests, the self-talk in this type of communication features
dialog involved with others.
Imagined Interactions and Intrapersonal Communication
Research has been conducted in the area of Imagined Interactions (IIs); an active
researcher being James Honeycutt (2003) of Louisiana State University. In the book
entitled Imagined Interactions: Daydreaming about Communication (Honeycutt, 2003),
detail is provided about [Is from related research conducted by Honeycutt and others. IIs
are a specific subset of the broader construct of Intrapersonal Communication, and refer
to self-talk in the context of imagined communication with another party. Honeycutt,
Zagacki and Edwards (1989) characterize IIs as “an extension of intrapersonal
communication and as a specific type of social cognition in which communicators
experience cognitive representations of conversation with its accompanying verbal and
nonverbal features” (p. 169).
Most imagined interactions occur when out of the physical presence of the
included communicants. However, an online variety is possible, where one is imagining
subsequent messages while concurrently engaged in live conversation (Honeycutt, 2003).
Honeycutt (2003) identifies eight characteristics of imagined interactions, all of
which have similar application to the broader construct, intrapersonal communication:
• Frequency: how often IIs occur
• Proactivity: occurring in advance
® Retroactivity: a “playback” of interactions that have already occurred
- Variety: topic and participant diversity within IIs
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• Discrepancy: how well matched Ils are to reality
• Self-Dominance: who is dominant in the 11
« Valence: the emotional tone during Ils, whether positive, negative or mixed
• Specificity: how detailed and distinct are the Us
Various functions have been identified with imagined interactions: the maintenance of
relationships, addressing or resolving conflict, rehearsal for upcoming actual interactions,
an aid to self-understanding, a cathartic value, and compensating for the lacking of real
communication (Honeycutt, 2003). Imagined interactions examined in a cross-cultural
context have indicated variation between cultural groups (McCann & Honeycutt, 2006).
The broader activity of intrapersonal communication has essentially similar
functions. However, intrapersonal communication may be either monologue or dialog, in
contrast to the dialogic nature that characterizes imagined interactions.
Imagined interactions are a natural and common phenomena we can use to
improve our lives. Visualizing conversations before or after they take place has
several major benefits. We become more competent conversationalists, improve
our understanding of self and others, keep important relationships alive, and
reduce our tensions (Honeycutt, 2003, p. 141).
Although imagined Interactions are conceptually distinguishable front the broader
construct of intrapersonal com. mnication, they are essentially a subset of intrapersonal
communication. This present study focuses on the broader intrapersonal communication
construct, though its findings may offer value in the context of imagined interactions.
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An Introduction to Well-Being
This study examined self-talk in the context of well-being, and this section
discusses the subject of well-being. The well-being literature is extensive (Lightsey,
2006), yet the concept remains complex and subject to debate, and its very definition is
considered unresolved (Ryan & Deci, 2001). Two broad conceptions or approaches arise
surrounding the concept of well-being, one that conceives of well-being in terms of
happiness and pleasure, another that views well-being in terms of personal actualization
(Ryan & Deci, 2001). However, “evidence from a number of investigators has indicated
that well-being is probably best conceived as a multidimensional phenomenon that
includes aspects of both the hedonic and eudaimonic conceptions of well-being” (Ryan &
Deci, 2004, p. 148).
There are a number of contributors to well-being, which Lent (2004) groups into
three categories: demographic characteristics; personality, emotional and biological
factors; and cognitive, behavior and social variables. The influence of a specific factor
can be nuanced and complex. For example, the impact of wealth on well-being has a
mixed and nuanced answer from research; well-being has been seen to actually decrease
as one increases attention to financial goals (Ryan & Deci, 2001). Aside from any
external factors, precise sub-sections of the human brain have been implicated as having
a relationship to well-being (Urry et ah, 2004).
Ryff (1989) provides for six dimensions of well-being. The six elements of her
well-being model are self-acceptance, autonomy, positive social relations, environmental
mastery, personal growth and life purpose (Ruini, Ottolini, Rafanelli, Tossani, Ryff, &
Fave, 2003; Ryff, 1989).
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There is little agreement on how to best measure well-being (Lent, 2004).
However, most of the well-being research has employed broad judgments of the subject’s
affect (Lent, 2004). This research employs a broad subjective self assessment of well
being during the past three to four months
In a study of daily w '. ;eing, researchers (Reis, Sheldon, Gable, Roscoe, &
Ryan, 2000) used (our assessment measures to gauge the subject well-being, including a
set of nine adjectives (chosen by Diener and Emmons), such as happy and joyful, which
subjects used to report their affective state, and a composite measurement derived from
the other three tools. The authors report that these adjective sets have been used in many
other studies.
An assessment of a subject’s state of well-being may be collected in a global
context, covering a broad period of a subject’s recent life. A measurement may also be
taken in a more immediate, at-the-moment manner.
Daily experience studies minimize the pitfalls of retrospection and aggregation by
relying on reasonably contemporaneous, momentary reports. At each occasion,
respondents report on relevant variables - be they thoughts, feelings, symptoms,
or activities - as experienced at the moment or within a finite, well-defined, and
easily recalled unit of time (Reis, 2001, p.60).
Arthaud-Day, Rode, Mooney, and Near (2005) utilized various self-report measures in
their analysis of the well-being construct. Data collection measures they discuss have a
similar tone to that of this research, where subjects are asked to self-rate their well-being.
These researchers found support for the notion of well-being having three components positive affect, negative affect, and an overall assessment of happiness, and these are
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distinct domains. They suggest using separate affective and cognitive scales in future
well-being research, however they concede that researchers have tended to use affect and
happiness scales in an interchangeable fashion. Single item well-being assessments are
known to be less reliable than multi-faceted approaches (Ryff, 1989).
Lent (2004) cites a need for research that examines the impact of psychological
intervention on well-being measures. “Developmental and preventive interventions (e.g.,
teaching goal-setting and proactive coping skills, building support systems) may be
particularly valuable, given their potential to assist large numbers of people before
problems arise” (Lent, 2004, p. 503). Hansson, Hilleras, and Forsell (2005) call for a
change in direction for well-being research, with greater focus on internal factors such as
coping strategy and personality, rather than the external contributors to well-being. Their
research in Sweden with a very large subject pool found various elements contributing to
well-being - including gender, greater age, living with another person, social support, and
adequate financial stability. Such well-being factors parallel other studies, yet account for
a rather small portion of the variance (20%). This present research represents a step in
these directions - learning about the cognitive (self-talk) practices of those with varying
degrees of well-being.
In summary, the literature about well-being is extensive (Lightsey, 2006), yet its
very definition is unresolved (Ryan & Deci, 2001). There are multiple contributors to
well-being (Ryff, 1989), little agreement on how to best measure it (Lent, 2004), but most
of the well-being research has used broad judgments of subject affect (Lent, 2004).
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Hansson, Hilleras, and Forsell (2005) call for a change in direction for well-being
research, with greater focus on internal factors such as coping strategy and personality,
rather than the external contributors to well-being.
Well-being can be severely compromised, as in periods of depression. The next
section addresses depression and its treatment, including how intrapersonal
communication is implicated.
Depression and its Treatment
“Surveys suggest that many cases of depression go unrecognized and untreated
even though depressives are the most treatable of all psychiatric patients” (France, 2001,
p. 65). “No mental health disorder has received more attention from psychotherapy
researchers than depression. Depression has been characterized as the common cold of
mental health problems” (Lambert & Davis, 2002, p. 21). The prospect of self-talk
providing a measure of relief for sufferers, and support to healthcare providers, is an
attractive potential. France (2001) offers this view of the well-being compromised
condition of depression:
Psychological and behavioral symptoms of depression include loss of ability to
enjoy life, feelings of sadness, grief and regret, accompanied by crying, and
possibly suicidal ideas when the mood is at its lowest. There is a loss of mental
energy, indecision, slowness of thinking and memory disturbance. Feelings of
guilt and pessimism, a reduced desire and interest in life, self-isolation and
avoidance of people, and carelessness in appearance all add to the picture. Some
of the associated symptoms present as anxiety, tension and headaches, phobias,
panic attacks or obsessional symptoms (France, p. 66).
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Various precipitating and predisposing factors for depression have been advanced. These
include psychosocial influences such as impacting life events, socio-economic status,
psychoanalytic factors, social influences, and personality factors (France 2001).
In a large-scale randomized control trial (RCT) study conducted by the National
Institute of Mental Health, treatment effectiveness was gauged with four assessment tools
(Lambert & Davis, 2002). Patients who demonstrated less cognitive dysfunction and
higher improvement expectations tended to achieve more positive outcomes from
treatment. Also responding better to treatment were those younger in age and with shorter
depression occurrences (Lambert & Davis, 2002). These findings indicate a relationship
between cognitive functioning and treatment success, which may be relevant to the
present research, given the cognitive nature of self-talk. Lambert and Davis (2002)
examined four rigorous RCT studies, and conclude that cognitive behavior therapy
(CBT) and interpersonal therapy (IPT) have been established as effective in dealing with
major depressive disorder, including when compared to drug treatment (imipramine), and
even when the treatment is fairly brief (Lambert & Davis, 2002). Cognitive therapy and
interpersonal therapy include elements of intrapersonal communication - attending to and
altering one’s internal messaging.
Cognitive Therapy
Cognitive Therapy emphasizes changing belief systems and acquiring behavior
skills, as Reinecke (2002) explains:
The goal of cognitive therapy is straightforward - to replace the patient’s
maladaptive perceptions with more adaptive beliefs. This is accomplished through
the use of Socratic questioning, rational disputation, and behavioral experiments.
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Patients are taught to monitor their mood and the accompanying thoughts; to
recognize relationships between events, thoughts, and emotions; to evaluate the
validity of their thoughts; to develop behavioral skills; and to substitute more
adaptive beliefs for their negativistic thoughts (p. 253).
The process of monitoring, evaluating and replacing maladaptive thoughts seems a
natural arena for consideration and use of intrapersonal communication.
A number of cognitive factors have been implicated in the etiology and
maintenance of depression. These include negative automatic thoughts, cognitive
biases and distortions, negative attributional style, negatively biased perceptions
and memories, perfectionism, feelings of hopelessness and reduced personal
efficacy, self-focused attention, impaired problem-solving, ruminative style, and
maladaptive schema (Reinecke, 2002, p. 284).
Beck, Rush, Shaw, and Emery (1979) provide a full discussion of cognitive therapy.
Within the scope of the cognitive-behavioral approach, there are a number of depression
models, two of which will be briefly discussed; Ruminative Style Model and Self-Control
Theory (Reinecke, 2002).
A ruminative depression response is discussed by Nolen-Hoeksema (1987) in an
article addressing gender-related differences within depression. She suggests that a
ruminative style of response among women “amplifies and prolongs their depressive
symptoms, whereas the more active response style of men dampens and shortens their
depressive symptoms” (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987, p. 274). She proposes that these
response approaches actually contribute to higher and lower rates of depression,
respectively. Those who react to negative affect with distraction behaviors are less likely
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to amplify those negative feelings. “From this perspective, depressed individuals would
be taught, to distract themselves from negative moods, to actively develop solutions to
their problems (rather than to unproductively ruminate about their distress), and to
increase their activity level” (Reinecke, 2002, p. 257). The ruminative response style
would appear to implicate ruminative intrapersonal communication as an unhealthy
behavior, suggesting that not all self-talk is equally therapeutic.
A Self-Control model outlined by Rehm (1977), which she describes as an
adaptation of an F. H. Kanfer model, suggests self-control shortages as a basis for aspects
of depression. One of the three self-control elements is self-monitoring. Depressives tend
to focus on negative stimuli, and on immediate outcomes of their actions (as opposed to
longer range results). Therapy attempts to repair the self-monitoring and other deficient
self-control behaviors (Reinecke, 2002). Once again intrapersonal communication would
appear to be a relevant tool for identifying and altering problematic thought processes.
Interpersonal Psychotherapy
Interpersonal therapy (1PT) has been determined through randomized control trial
studies to be effective in dealing with depression, even when the treatment is fairly brief
(Lambert & Davis, 2002). Three characteristics define IPT as a unique therapeutic tool its focus on interpersonal relationships, its focus on relationship outside of therapy (rather
than the therapist-patient relationship), and its short term nature (three to four months)
(Stuart & O’Hara, 2002). This therapeutic approach would explore presenting
interpersonal symptoms, and request that specific interactions be discussed, in order to
explore the patient’s communication practices, and their outcomes. Communication
analysis is a key element in the Interpersonal Therapy approach. Detailed accounts of
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specific interactions would be solicited, with the intent of gaining informed access to
their patient’s communication styie. The client and therapist could then discuss ways in
which the communication style might be enhanced to help alleviate problematic
symptoms. The therapist might, for example, coach the client in a more assertive
approach to expressing their needs, or perhaps a variety of techniques for
communicating without inducing defensiveness in the listener (Stuart & O’Hara, 2002).
In a discussion of the Cognitive Interpersonal Counseling approach, Gilbert
(2000) includes a “thought monitoring and challenging form” that patients can be asked
to utilize as part of their treatment (see also Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emory, 1979).
Although not characterized as such, the tool actually represents a structured approached
to uncovering, identifying, and changing one’s intrapersonal communication. The tool,
in effect, demonstrates internal self-talk as a component of therapy for resolving
depression. The sample form provided is a five-column reporting tool containing the
situation, thoughts that came to mind in that situation, and the patient’s related feelings.
The sample fonn contains various self-disparaging thoughts which could readily be
viewed as examples of negative intrapersonal communication. The form’s remaining
two sections provide for capturing alternative thoughts that could counter the initial selftalk, and finally a column for recording to what extent change may have occurred in the
patient’s feelings. When sending the fonn home for self-completion, Gilbert (2000)
suggests providing various questions for a client to pose to the self in order to monitor
and record their thoughts, as well as questions for the client to ask to help challenge their
initial thought patterns. This is an intrapersonal communication tool available for the
treatment of depression - to record self-talk and healthier alternative messages.
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Cognitive therapy and interpersonal psychotherapy have fared well in controlled
outcome studies, and research indicates that they may have enduring effects not
found with other approaches .... SSR1 medications, cognitive therapy, and
interpersonal psychotherapy appear to stand, at this time, as the treatments of
choice for major depression among adults (Reinecke & Davison, 2002, p. 459).
In summary, depression can be seen as a state of severely compromised well-being. Its
treatment is varied, and includes evidence that intrapersonal communication has a role to
play. There appears to be a relationship between cognitive functioning and treatment
success (Lambert & Davis, 2002). Cognitive therapy and interpersonal therapy include
elements of intrapersonal communication - attending to and altering one’s internal
messaging (Reinecke, 2002; Gilbert, 2000). A ruminative response to depression is
believed to worsen symptoms (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987), which would appear to implicate
a ruminative self-talk style as being counterproductive.
The Research Questions
Summarizing the review of literature in this chapter, intrapersonal communication
is talk earned on with the self. It can take many forms, and it has many functions ascribed
to it (Cunningham, 1992). It is a nuanced phenomenon, with its effect varying with the
task at hand and the specific attributes of the talk itself. It has been linked with improved
academic performance (Callicott & Park, 2003), and shown effective with anxiety
(Kendall, 1994), yet sometimes there appears to be more value in limiting negative self
talk than in increasing the amount of positive self-talk (Treadwell and Kendall, 1996). It
is used as a self-care activity (Kemppainen, et al, 2003), correlates with health-promoting
behaviors (Birkimer, Druen, Holland, & Zingman, 1996), yet can still be a harmful
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practice (Brabham, 2004). When well-being is severely compromised, as in depression,
related treatments can include elements of intrapersonal communication, such as the
attending to and altering of internal meanings that form part of cognitive and
interpersonal therapies (Reinecke, 2002; Gilbert, 2000). Yet, self-talk is not always
therapeutically helpful, as in the case of a ruminative approach that is considered to
worsen symptoms (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1987).
This research sought to learn more about the phenomenon of self-talk. It
addressed two research questions: (Rl) How is intrapersonal communication used and
experienced by those with varying levels of well-being, and (R2) To what extent are
subjects of varying well-being states aware of their intrapersonal communication?
The first of these research questions explored the experience of self-talk among
those of varying well-being conditions, in varied facets of life. The research probes
included descriptions of self-talk, quantity, frequency, tone, the subject of the message,
and the utility of the self-talk. These probes somewhat reflect the characteristics of
imagined interactions (Honeycutt, 2003), one type of intrapersonal communication.
The second research question addressed self-talk awareness. Within the
intrapersonal communication literature, including the imagined interactions research, a
direct analysis of self-awareness levels has not been directly conducted. Self-Control
Theory suggests that depressed people lack self-control in various ways, including self
monitoring (Reinecke, 2002). Research question two addressed self-talk awareness
among individuals of varied well-being.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODS
Overview
This research involved an exploration of intrapersonal communication among
subjects of varying well-being. A diverse sample was recruited from individuals known
to the researcher. Subjects participated in a semi-structured private interview that
addressed the use of self-talk in four aspects of life - decision making, disappointment,
ethical questions and interpersonal conflict. The interviews were recorded and
transcribed, in some cases utilizing voice recognition software.
This study used an explorative and qualitative approach to its inquiry, and a semistructured interview format. The approach potentially allows access to fine detail and
nuance that may be missed in a purely quantitative approach.
Qualitative research is increasing in use in a wide range of academic and
professional areas. It develops from aspects of anthropology and sociology and
represents a broad view that to understand human affairs it is insufficient to rely
on quantitative survey and statistics, and necessary instead to delve deep into the
subjective qualities that govern behaviour (Elolliday, 2002, p. 7).
There is some sentiment that qualitative and quantitative research are based on common
underlying logic, and differences are essentially that of style and technique (King,
Keohane, & Verba, 1994). Others contend that qualitative and quantitative research
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methodologies represent points on a research continuum, and the choice of method
should be dictated by the research question itself (Newman & Benz, 1998). Renate Tesch
(1990) suggests “there is no such thing as qualitative research. There are only qualitative
data” (p. 55).
Study Participants
Recruiting
A convenience sample (U.C. Davis, n.d.) of 20 study participants was selected
from among individuals known to the researcher through professional, educational and
other connections. Such a sampling approach is appropriate when “a researcher wishes to
describe a particular group in an exploratory way” (U.C. Davis, n.d.).
Most behavioral and social science studies use convenience samples....Studies
with such samples are useful primarily for documenting that a particular
characteristic or phenomenon occurs within a given group or, alternatively,
demonstrating that not all members of that group manifest a particular trait. Such
studies are also very useful for detecting relationships among different
phenomena (U.C. Davis, n.d.).
No subjects were related to the researcher or had an employer-employee relationship with
the researcher. The researcher’s intent was to collect a diversified sample with varying
age and other personal characteristics. At the point of having collected and transcribed
fourteen interviews, the researcher’s journal noted an even gender mix among study
subjects, and a modest representation of low well-being subjects. At this point the
researcher estimated that one case among pending interviews might yield a low well

being case, but noted the difficulty in accurately anticipating how an individual would
rate their well-being.
Subjects were initially approached about possible participation in the study by
way of email or personal contact. Limited information was provided about the nature of
the study or the interview protocol. Scheduling arrangements for the interviews were
made by the researcher. In most cases, a follow-up email message served as a
confirmation of the interview schedule and provided an advance view of the consent form
wording. A follow up message of thanks for participation was sent to subjects, by
electronic mail or a thank you card.
Demographics
Study participants were drawn from among the general population of men and
women living or working, or attending college within a Midwestern U.S. city that has a
population of approximately fifty thousand people. The community residents are
predominantly white, with only limited ethnic population, and the study sample reflected
this homogeneity.
Based upon the researcher’s assessment, the sample group represented a diversity
of other demographic characteristics including economic status, occupation, marital
status, and prior knowledge of intrapersonal communication. The study population
consisted of ten male and ten female participants; fourteen were currently married. The
sample had an age range of approximately twenty-one to eighty years of age. This variety
of personal life conditions and demographics among the subjects served the explorative
nature of the study. Table 1 lists the occupational mix of the study participants.
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T a b l e 1. O c c u p a t i o n a l C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f S t u d y S a m p l e

Business leader (manager,CEO)

3

Professional

6

Graduate student

6

Business / nonprofit worker

3

Retired professional

2

The study clid not attempt to create a statistically representative sample of the
overall population from which to enable extrapolations about the general population.
Instead the study explored intrapersonal communication as experienced by a diverse
convenience sample of individuals with varying well-being.
The subject group included six students involved in graduate degree programs in
communication, who could be expected to be familiar with communication theory and
research. The researcher was attentive to gender balance within the sample, and the final
participant group was an even mix of female and male subjects. The well-being ratings of
participants could not be accurately assumed in advance, even with the researcher’s
limited prior knowledge of the participants and their life situation.
Each transcript was notated with selected subject characteristics - self-rated well
being, gender, an age estimate, and marital status. Gender, age and marital status were
not specifically obtained from interview questions. However, marital status was easily
determined from the researcher’s personal knowledge of the subjects or from interview
comments. Age was estimated by deciles.
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Gaining Consent
The interviews were arranged in advance through direct contact by the researcher,
during which time the researcher provided limited details as to the nature of the research
inquiry. The wording of the consent form in Appendix A was provided to participants in
advance of the interview in almost all cases. The consent form itself was presented
immediately before the interview, at which time a signature was obtained. A copy of the
consent form was provided to each participant at the time of the interview. The consent
form specifically referred to recording of the interview, with instructions to strike out and
initial the authorization sentence, if recording was not agreeable. If a participant had
preferred to not record the conversation, the interview could have taken place without
audio recording. However, no subjects declined to be recorded. None of the subjects
declined to sign the consent form. Had this occurred, the interview would not have taken
place, and no information shared by the participant would have been used in the study
reporting.
Compensation
Subjects were not offered any direct financial or tangible incentives to participate
in the study. Meals or refreshments were not provided, other than a beverage in a few
instances. Individual subjects may have received some measure of personal satisfaction
related to contributing to the study and assisting the researcher. One subject reported “I
feel good that I’ve helped out.” Participants may have found value in the opportunity to
share their experiences and observations with an attentive listener. They may also have
found comfort in having their intrapersonal communication accepted as normal and
legitimate. Some subjects indicated that the experience added to their self-understanding.
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The researcher sent a personal message to each subject, expressing thanks for
participating in the interview process.
Human Subject Issues
Although participant risks were considered to be negligible, special issues could
have arisen in the interviews, and the researcher had contemplated some such matters. It
was possible that a participant would recall and share rather sensitive personal
information, such as non-normative behavior and regretted persona! history data. It was
anticipated that in the event of such disclosure, the researcher would dissuade subjects
from sharing any sensitive information they might later regret. An offer to suspend
recording was to be made at such times, if the subject chose to continue discussing the
sensitive subject matter. The researcher was then to listen in a non-judgmental manner,
and if appropriate, offer assistance through appropriately-trained professionals. No such
sensitive issues arose. In one case, a subject expressed a measure of sensitivity about
certain subject matter shared, but indicated that it was not of substantive concern, and did
not request remedial measures.
Emotional responses were also possible, and in such cases, the researcher had
planned to offer the opportunity to suspend or discontinue the interview, or to change the
line of discussion. Again there were no incidents of a substantive emotional response. In
one case, the recollection and recounting of a serious personal disappointment evoked a
moderate emotional response. In another case, the subject’s voice appeared to quiver
slightly.
Participants could have sought advice from the researcher, requesting guidance as
to what might constitute nonnative intrapersonal communication behavior. Participants
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could also have sought advice with other specific matters drey chose to raise. In such
situations, the researcher had planned to use a reflective approach, where the subject is
encouraged to propose their own answer to the issue at hand. The researcher had
anticipated possibly also sharing relevant personal experience, but without offering such
experience as a remedy for the participant. Such potentials did not materialize in any
problematic manner. There were no cases of subjects seeking advice in any manner that
was troublesome or indicative of psychological trauma.
The researcher’s presence in the data gathering process is a factor to consider. “In
qualitative studies, the researcher is the ‘instrument’: her presence in the lives of the
participants invited to be part of the study is fundamental to the paradigm” (Marshall &
Rossman, 1995, p. 59). The researcher becomes a part of the participant’s life, which
implicates various issues for consideration —technical issues (the researcher’s entry into
the environment and role efficiency) and interpersonal issues (ethical matters, reciprocity
and personal concerns) (Marshall & Rossman, 1995).
Some degree of researcher bias is likely to be present in many if not all phases of
the research process, and such biases may not be consciously known. In this particular
project, certain biases can likely be assumed, though they were not identified in advance.
For example, such bias may have been present within assumptions about the inherent
value of self-talk, its connection to well-being, and what aspects of life might constitute
useful areas in which to explore self-talk.
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T h e In te rv ie w s

The Interview Method
The long interview is one of the most powerful methods in the qualitative armory.
For certain descriptive and analytic purposes, no instrument of inquiry is more
revealing .... The long interview gives us the opportunity to step into the mind of
another person, to see and experience the world as they do themselves
(McCracken, 1988, p. 9).
Using a structured questionnaire is necessary, but this does not preclude unstructured
digressions, to respond to the specific situation within the interview (McCracken, 1988).
This research employed a long interview approach, featuring 85 potential elements within
the interview protocol.
The interview is considered “a preeminent method in communication and the
other social sciences. Indeed, some sort of interviewing is used in nearly all qualitative
projects” (Lindlof, 1995, p. 163).
The terms “depth interviews” and “qualitative interviews” can be used
interchangeably (Rubin & Rubin, 2005). This research uses a qualitative approach to its
inquiry, and employs a qualitative or depth interview methodology to gather its
underlying data. However, the survey instrument used had a semi-structured nature to it,
which allowed for gathering similar information from the participants and resembles the
respondent interview (Lindlof, 1995).
Comparing Survey and Interview Methods
When a survey is conducted in the presence of the subject, it can easily and
legitimately be characterized as an interview. The methods can be quite similar, and the
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interview has been identified as a specific type of the survey method (FrankfortNachmias & Nachmias. 1996). Surveying has strengths and limitations; uniform
observation being one potential strength. Data collection can be accomplished in a very
consistent manner, using scripted questions administered to each and every subject, using
a standardized questionnaire (Babbie, 1995). However, administering a uniformly worded
instrument does not assure that the wording will be “heard” precisely as it was intended.
“In the researcher’s world, the research results depend on shared language” (Gray &
Guppy, 1994, p. 71). Foundational to symbolic interactionism is the idea that meanings,
although socially influenced, are a product of our personal interpretations (Blumer,
1969). iMeanings reside in the mind of the individual writing the research question, and
also, separately, in the mind of the individual responding. Although this study used a
semi-structured interview format, which may be similar to some survey instruments,
there existed some potential for personalization of subject response.
Although the survey method is relatively flexible, adaptable to both qualitative
and quantitative data, precise or free-flowing responses, the method can also be rather
inflexible in some situations. Direct observation studies can adapt to the immediate
findings, and branch away to explore new' factors that arise in the research situation,
whereas a surveyor may not even become aware of such factors or have limited ability to
change the methodology (Bibbie, 1995). This study allowed for some potential that the
researcher could explore tangential issues, due to the direct contact manner in which the
interview guide was implemented. It also allowed for some degree of direct observation
of the subjects.
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Sommer and Sommer (1991) observe that questionnaires have little value with
participants who are very young or very old, infirm, or lack interest in the subject matter
addressed. They also observe other limitations: their limited value for busy people and
those less stationary, their tendency to provide limited detail, and the risk of subjects
saying what they think the researcher would like to hear. This study allowed access to
some of the less accessible population, due in part to the personal approach used, and the
prior relationships of the researcher.
“Survey research is an efficient means of gathering data from large numbers of
people (Rubin, Rubin & Piele, 1996. p. 217).” Enormous amounts of data can be
gathered, provided that survey subjects are willing to prevail to its end. This can also be
true of an interview format, and although the sample size for this study is modest, a large
number of question elements were included within the interview guide.
An advantage of survey methodology and the interview lies in the self-report
nature of the data. The information collected can be self-disclosed ratings, assessments
and narrative, where the researcher is not assigning a value, meaning or weight to the
data. One could argue that the resultant findings are the assessment of the subject, as they
see the world, not as the researcher attributes meaning. Yet on the other hand, how one
subject rates the quality or quantity of a particular phenomenon may be considerably
different from the rating of another subject, even with similar demographic profiles.
Participant observation, available to a limited degree in this study, can reveal
information that subjects may not be willing or able to share. Such observation can attend
to nonverbal features of the participants, physical conditions of the subject and their life
situation, and various other elements that may well be missing from even an open-ended
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survey tool (Babbie, 1995). In this present research, the interview guide was implemented
in the physical presence of each subject, thereby allowing the opportunity to observe
participant nonverbal and environmental factors.
Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias (1996) provide the Table 2 synopsis of
strengths and weaknesses of survey methods, one of which is the interview (p. 245).
Table 2. Survey Method Attributes
Criterion

Interview

Mail

Telephone

Cost

High

Low

Moderate

Response rate

High

Low

High

Control of interview situation

High

Low

Moderate

Applicability to geographically dispersed populations

Moderate

High

Moderate

Applicability to heterogeneous populations

High

Low

High

Collection of detailed information

High

Moderate

Moderate

Speed

Low

Low

High

Schutt (2001) offers a similar review, including the electronic survey (p. 251). For
further survey methods review, see Dillman (1978, p. 39) and Nardi (2003, p. 58).
Special Issues in the Survey Method
Survey research is deceptively easy to conduct, yet there is more than meets the
eye. Schuman and Presser (1996) identify numerous issues in the conduct of surveys,
including question-order effects, assessment of “don’t know” questions, measuring a
middle position, and the tone of wording. Wilson, LaFleur, and Anderson (1996) discuss
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problems with survey items questioning attitudes and the related reasons behind attitudes.
Goyder (1987) cites the survey as “ill-adapted to studying groups at the extreme margins
of conventional life. These marginals, composed both of vagrants and of elites, may
remain numerically tiny yet are conceptually important for social science” (p. 6). Crosscultural surveying is yet another challenge. “The very differences in language, culture,
and social structure that make cross-national research so analytically valuable are the
same that seriously hinder the achievement of measurement equivalency” (Smith, 2003,
p. 69). Similar issues exist for the in-person interview. This study did achieve some
access to the non-conventional public.
The Interview Environment
The interviews were conducted in a private setting which ensured that participants
had the opportunity to speak freely without others being able to overhear. The interviews
occurred in such environments as a private office, a vacant college classroom or reading
room, or in a home setting. Although some interviews were conducted in a university
coffee shop, a private room was used, secluded from listening access by other customers.
The researcher was usually seated adjacent to the participant, approximately at
right angles, rather than directly opposite or side-by-side. The •esearcher kept the
interview guide at hand, but made only limited notations. The recording unit was kept in
continued 'dew of the participant, and as such provided opportunity for participants to
remain aware that the proceedings were being recorded. A second recorder was kept
readily available during most if not all interviews, but was used on only one occasion.
Generally the interviews proceeded without interruption. However, when
conducted in the subject’s office, there were at least two occasions when an interview
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was interrupted by the subject responding to an incoming phone call. The voice
recognition software prompted minor interruptions to the flow of the interview.
On two occasions data were added subsequent to the interview. In one case the
researcher contacted the subject to clarify the well-being rating. In another instance, the
subject came to the researcher’s office moments after the interview and shared additional
comments which were recorded and appended to the interview transcript. Any other
comments that were shared by subjects after the interview were not added to the
transcript record.
The Interview Guide
Appendix B contains a copy of the interview guide used in the data collection
process. The development of the guide included limited testing. The interview approach
was reviewed with an individual in the Spring of 2006. The interview guide was tested
with this same individual in late July 2006, and some wording revisions were made in
three or four question items. The interview guide was tested two days later, with a second
individual, and no further changes were made. Neither of these two test individuals was
included in the subject pool. The interviews began with subjects approximately three
weeks later, on August 24, 2006, and ended with the last two interviews being conducted
on October 3, 2006.
The interviews began with an opening introduction to the concept of self-talk, and
included a brief sample of decision-related self-talk. Subjects were then asked to
comment in general about their self-talk, and to share how they knew about self-talk. The
concept of well-being was then introduced, and subjects were asked to rate their level of
well-being during the past three to four months. This item allowed subjects to report a
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simple overall measure of well-being, without limiting to a specific measurement
instrument, or specific component of well-being.
Four sections comprised the bulk of the interview, each focused on self-talk
characteristics in one of four life situations - when faced with important decisions,
disappointment, ethical questions, and interpersonal conflict. In each of these four
sections, subjects were asked to imagine a recent situation (such as a recent decision),
then asked if they had used self-talk, and to describe that self-talk. Participants were
queried about various characteristics of their self-talk in each situation, such as the
quantity, tone, timing, and value of the self-talk. Each section of the interview protocol
featured a closing inquiry as to whether the description of the self-talk in the specific
instance was typical of their self-talk in those types of situations. In some cases, subjects
were unable to recall a recent situation of the nature requested. In some of these
situations, the researcher solicited commentary regarding their self-talk in such situations.
Following the four special situation discussions, subjects were asked whether
there were other situations where they would tend to use self-talk. Two closing questions
inquired whether there were any clarifications or additions to the discussion, and whether
the conversation had influenced participants in some way.
Data Collection
Twenty interviews were anticipated in the research planning, and twenty actual
interviews were conducted. Each was conducted separately, and ran an average of fortythree minutes, with interview lengths ranging from 30 to 60 minutes (excluding one
interview for which a full recording was not successful). All interviews were conducted
by the researcher and all transcriptions were prepared by the researcher. Transcriptions
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were prepared in an ongoing manner, during the data collection period. In several cases,
subjects were recorded on both a digital voice recorder and on a laptop computer through
voice recognition software. When speech recognition software was used, the voice
recording file was subsequently used to review and edit the transcript created by the voice
recognition software.
Data collection had been anticipated to follow a saturation sampling approach,
collecting sufficient interview data until a point is reached where substantive new
findings are no longer being uncovered (Holliday, 2002). This approach has the potential
to miss special or unique cases, such as unusually high levels of self-awareness or
“intrapersonal intelligence” - a term used to indicate access to the internal feeling self,
discrimination capacity among those feelings, and ability to label and use these feelings
to understand and guide action (Gardner & Walters, 2002). However, with eighty-five
interview items, it may be questionable to expect that one would exhaust the potential
range of relevant themes within twenty interviews. Instead of a saturation approach, the
full twenty contemplated interviews were conducted.
All interviews were conducted by the researcher, rather than using support
personnel to arrange meetings and collect data. Each interview was audio recorded;
permission was not withheld by any participant. The recordings were transferred to
computer, erased from the recording unit, and transcribed by the researcher. After all
transcriptions, data analysis, and report preparation was complete, the computer audio
files were transferred to compact disk, and stored in a locked storage unit. No direct key
or code was maintained linking the interview numbers and participant identities. The
researcher was able to identify each subject by personal voice recognition, the content of
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the transcription, or by reference to interview appointment details. Appointments for
interviews were logged in a pocket calendar, with simply a note of time, name and in
some cases location. These calendar notes contained no reference to an interview or to
the study, and were interspersed with various other notations of unrelated matters.
Data Collection Considerations
Validity o f Self Report Data
Self-report through questionnaires and interviews is a common approach to data
collection in the study of self-talk, as can be seen in Table 3. It is also a credible source of
research data as the following discussion illustrates.
Self-reporting has an established validity in medical research contexts (Bauer,
Grof, Gyulai, Rasgon, Glenn, & Whybrow, 2004; Louie, Robison, Bogue, Hyde, Forman,
& Bhatia, 2000; Marshall et al, 2003). Self-report data have also been shown to be
dependable in the context of assessing non-nonnative behavior such as drug use (Malvin
& Moskovitz, 1983), however there has also been evidence of lower con-elation between
self-reporting and urinalysis (Ciesla & Spear, 2001). Smoking behavior self-reporting has
been shown to correlate highly with serum level analysis (Assaf, Parker, Lapane,
McKenney, & Carleton, 2002).
Table 3 summarizes a number of studies addressing self-talk in health-related and
physical or athletic performance contexts. In virtually all cases, self-report data were
used.
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F a b l e 3.

P r e v a le n c e o f S e lf - r e p o r t D a ta in S e lf - ta lk S tu d ie s

Study
Kendall (1994)

Assessment

Finding
Support for cognitive-behavioral treatment (including
self-talk training), for children with anxiety disorders

Treadwell & Kendall
(1996)
Birkimer, Druen,
Holland, & Zingman,

Healthier functioning was linked to lec vit-taii; of a
negative nature, but not higher levels of positive seif-talk.
Self-talk is correlated with health-promoting behavior

Self-report
(questionnaire)
Self-report
(questionnaire)
Self-report
(questionnaire)

such as vigorous exercise.

(1996).
Van Raalte et al.
(1995)

Peynircioglu,

Indications that subjects using positive self-talk perform

Task

substantially better in an athletic task than those using

performance.

negative self-talk.

Questionnaire

Important to choose proper strategy. Grip test represented

Task results -

Thompson, &

gross motor, less cognitive task; free throw: fine motor

free throws;

Tanielian (2000)

skill; higher cognitive task. Covert imagery enhanced free

pressure

throw, but not grip-strength test; opposite results for overt

exerted.

and nonspecific strategy (such as self-talk).
Thiese and Huddleston
(1999)

High use of positive self-talk, goal setting and music

Survey.

among female swimmers.

Hardy, J., Hall, C. R„

Athletes’ use of self-talk varies during the year -

& Hardy, L. (2004).

increasing from off season to early, to late season.

Hatzigeorgiadis,

Self-report.

Examined self-talk in context of precision and power.

Theodorakis, &

Two self-talk groups enhanced performance at precision

Zourbanos (2004)

task, group using instructional self-talk improved more.
Power task: only motivational group saw substantial
improvement.
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Self-report
(questionnaire)
Self-report
(questionnaire)

Other contexts, such as perceived learning in the college context (Chesebro &
McCroskey, 2000), have also supported the validity of self-report data (Jensen, Eenberg,
& Mikkelsen, 2000; Koziol & Bums, 2001; McKinstry & Pemy, 2003). There is however
disagreement about the validity of self-construal scales in cross-cultural communication
research (Levine, Bresnahan, Park, Lapinski, Lee, & Lee, 2003), and some indication of
variance between self-report studies and an experiment discussed in Van Raalte (1995),
discussed above, that employed positive and negative self-talk.
Although self-report is a common, accessible and defensible method of data
collection, some researchers have employed other techniques that may enhance self
reporting. Table 4 provides details on two such cases, the first of which employed a webbased questionnaire to gather subject data (Kemppainen et al., 2003).
The second example (Lodge, Tripp, & Harte, 2000) relates to two studies
involving children and self-talk, using the observation methods of concurrent “thinking
aloud” while performing a task, and a video-mediated thought-listing approach. With
thinking-aloud, participants are expected to share aloud their thoughts while performing a
particular task. The use of video equipment involved recording the participants
performing a task, and using that recording later as a stimulus for participant recall of
thought content during task performance. The video process used two camera angles, the
participant’s viewpoint, and the observer’s. The participant viewpoint resulted in more
self-talk than was generated when viewing the observer’s viewpoint recording or by
thought-listing.
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T a b l e 4. O t h e r S e l f - R e p o r t C o l l e c t i o n M e t h o d s

Study

Finding

Kemppainen, et al.,
2003

Assessment methods

Self-talk is a self-care technique used to manage
HIV-related anxiety

Self-report, via
interviews and webbased questionnaires.

Lodge, J., Tripp, G.,

All children using “think-aloud” reported self-talk

& Harte, D. K.,

use. Concurrent think-aloud generated more self-talk

Thought-listing. 2nd

(2000).

than thought-listing [post]. Video-assisted recall

study: post-activity

from child’s perspective resulted in more self-talk

thought-listing, video-

than from observer’s perspective, or thought-listing.

assisted thought-listing.

Think-aloud reporting.

Data Integrity
The subject matter of the interviews was not inherently embarrassing or socially
unacceptable, and therefore it may be reasonably assumed that subject responses would
be relatively accurate and trustworthy. The subjects were asked to recall a recent example
of disappointment, ethical dilemma, conflict and decision. As a result, it was possible that
those recalled situations could be sensitive in nature.
Various features of the study may have contributed to data integrity, such as the
confidential nature of the project. The consent form specified that only the researcher, his
advisor and IRB auditors would have data access. Also specified were plans for locked
storage of consent fonns and recordings, the number-only labeling of audio recordings,
and the time period when recordings would be destroyed. In the interviews, subjects were
asked to recall a specific situation, but were not required to recount its precise details. In
some cases, subjects were specifically told about the lack of any need to share details of
the incident, as the following transcript section shows.
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Subject: Yes. Do you need me to explain the story?
Researcher: That would be my, actually you can explain the stoiy if you wish, but
that's up to you, you don Vneed to. But I did want you to describe the self-talk
used.
During another interview the researcher commented to the subject that “You don’t have
to be specific about the conflict, but how about the self talk that occurred in it? Just a
little bit about, description of it.”
Characteristics of the researcher may have also helped encourage data integrity.
No family members, close friends or work subordinates were among the subjects
interviewed, and the researcher has a generally non-threatening personality. During the
interviews, a reflective conversation approach may have helped assure that the researcher
and subject were sharing common meaning. The following transcript section illustrates
this reflective style.
Researcher (R): QuestionlO [regarding the identity of the voice]
Subject (S): Well, that’s hard to answer. I mean, I call on, I’ll call on my father,
who’s been deceased for [#] years, [#] years. I’ll call on a little bit of what he
taught me. And I’ll go through my advisors and I’ll think about what they might
say. And of course 1 talk to them too. I run this by the bank, and my lawyer and
my accountant. And friends that I trust. So there are various voices in there. But, I
feel like I, it’s kind of a different question, you know. But it’s, I’d say it’s a
critical friendly voice in a way.
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(R) : Interesting the way you answer it though. At first blush you could have said,
it’s me, who else? But to recognize that there are pieces of fairly elderly voices in
there that
(S) : Umhm
(R) : haven’t been audible in quite some time, and. I think that’s the way it is
(S) : yeah.
(R) : We argue with ourselves at times, and sometimes those arguments aren’t
really us. They’re a big brother, or a mother or something.
(S) : Yeah. That’s exactly right.
Near the end of the interviews, subjects were asked the question “Is there anything you’d
like to add or clarify to our discussion?” Although almost all subjects responded in the
negative, the question at least provided an opportunity to counter comments of the
researcher or to alter something they had earlier revealed.
Data Analysis
Initial Exposure
A first level of data analysis could be considered as the interview itself. However,
litt le if any deliberate analysis occurred in this stage. Almost no notes were taken during
the interviews. Had the voice recorder failed to record (which occurred in one instance),
the researcher would have had no external memory aid to assist in the recall of the shared
commentary.
In the case of the one unrecorded interview, no attempt was made to reconstruct
the unrecorded data from memory or through a second interview with the subject.
However, the audio recording captured the subject’s responses from the opening of the
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interview through to almost the end of the first (decision-related) section. This provided a
virtually complete set of responses to the entire decision-related section of the interview.
The data from this subject were included in the coding chart file. Given the modest
number of low well-being subjects, it was desirable to include the decision-related data
from this case, in order to help capture a more complete picture of the self-talk of low
well-being subjects.
Transcription
Transcription provided a second level review opportunity for interview content.
However, given the deliberative and exacting nature of the process of transcribing
conversation, this review level was likely of little value. When personal identifiers were
cited in the recording, such as family member names, such references were omitted from
the transcription, and replaced with a broad reference to the nature of the omitted detail.
The transcription process was rather lengthy, involving about five hours of transcription
per hour of recorded conversation. The interview time averaged forty-three minutes, and
transcription time under four hours (excluding an incomplete recording).
Coding Procedures
The transcripts were read without intentional filtering or thematic searching. This
reading identified possible transcription errors, which in some cases were reviewed and
corrected in the transcript by the researcher.
Coding of each individual transcript began when data collection was almost
complete; seventeen interviews had occurred. Each transcript was separately coded by the
researcher. Coding consisted of reading a subject’s response to each question element and
creating a brief synopsis of the response, often in a one-word label. The codes were a
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succinct synopsis of content using either the subject’s own words, or a researcher
paraphrase. Each code was entered directly into a cel! of an electronic spreadsheet. This
charting approach provided a complete, unified visual display of the codes for each item
and each participant in the study. A column of the chart represented all responses of one
subject. A row comprised all codes for a specific interview question element.
Each additional subject was independently coded in similar fashion, rather than by
intentionally comparing each new response to prior codes. Later, during data analysis,
similar codes would indicate common themes within the data. The resulting charted data
consisted of eighty-five rows, one for each of the question elements, plus one additional
row to record additional comments, and additional rows to accommodate group headings,
interview numbers, well-being rating, age, gender and marital status. Additional rows
were used in connection with the analysis of awareness indicators. Twenty columns
housed all the codes for the twenty study participants. An additional column held the
eighty-five question elements adjacent to their coded responses. Other columns were used
for question numbers, dividers and a notation indicating the end of analytic induction
procedures.
Independent coding of each case had the potential advantage of helping limit the
amount of “fitting” subsequent cases into the codes observed in prior cases. The end
result of this coding approach was a set of codes that could potentially capture subtle
variances among the cases, yet still allow for grouping during analysis.
An analytic induction analysis (Bulmer, 1979) was employed to identify themes
among the data, whereby a small sample of cases was reviewed seeking themes or
essential elements among the subjects, abstracting or separating those elements by color
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coding, then adding additional cases and assessing whether these key elements continued
to hold. The analytic induction approach has been employed in the examination of
narrative material relating to friendship (Kalbfleisch, 1993) and interview data dealing
with interpersonal conflict (Baxter, Wilmot, Simmons & Swartz, 1993).
The four highest well-being cases (one with a rating of 10 and three with a rating
of 9) were coded and analyzed for common themes within the data. These common
themes were marked with color highlighting, which provided an intuitive visual display.
Additional cases were added, and many of the identified themes proved to be durable.
The approach has similarity with the five-step analytic procedure offered by Marshall and
Rossman (1995): “organizing the data; generating categories, themes, and patterns;
testing the emergent hypotheses against the data; searching for alternative explanations of
the data; and writing the report” (p. 113). The following entries from the researcher’s
journal help illustrate the process followed.
10/1/06 [17 interviews done]. Entered 4 highest WB cases (3-9s and 1-10), in
Excel. With color shading you easily see commonalities. Also [I am] flagging
quotables, embarrassment references, awareness indicators....
10/2/06 ... completed the data entry for 4 highest WB cases. ... Added 2 more
cases - 8.5 and 8. A lot of themes held in these new cases. ...
10/3/06 [20 interviews now done.]
10/6/06 In Chicago. Added more cases; now at 10 total in the analytic induction
file.
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Data related to the four low well-being cases were reviewed as a group, rather than using
an induction process. With the modest number of cases they could readily be examined as
a group, as were the four high well-being cases.
Awareness of intrapersonal communication was examined based on responses to
selected questions within the interview protocol.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This study addressed two research questions, the first of which was: (Rl) How is
intrapersonal communication used and experienced by those with varying levels of well
being? This question was pursued in an open explorative manner, in an effort to leam
about variations in self-talk experience and use, and potential connections to well-being.
Various probes were used to guide the discussion in four facets of life - times of
decision, disappointment, ethical dilemma, and interpersonal conflict. The probes
included quantity, frequency, tone, and the utility of the self-talk. These probes reflect
somewhat the characteristics of imagined interactions (Honeycutt, 2003). The second
research question was: (R2) To what extent are subjects of varying well-being states
aware of their intrapersonal communication? Within the intrapersonal communication
literature, including imagined interactions, a direct analysis of self-awareness in
connection with well-being has not been conducted, at least within the researcher’s
awareness. Self-Control Theory suggests that depressed people lack self-control in
various ways, including self-monitoring (Reinecke, 2002). This research examined the
awareness of self-talk among individuals of higher and lower well-being.
After a brief introduction to the study and self-talk, participants were asked in
question one, to tell the interviewer about their self-talk overall. All participants were
able to answer this question, and the responses varied from planning to meditation,
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conversation rehearsal to conversation replay. A prominent pattern among the responses
was activity such as planning, decisions and problem-solving. This first question served
as an indicator of self-talk awareness, as mentioned later in this chapter.
The second question inquired as to how subjects knew about self-talk. Several
subjects cited the researcher in response to this question, and a number also indicated
having learned about it from others such as reading and educational exposure. Almost
half responded in a way that indicated a natural, instinctual, always-practiced behavior.
Each transcript was separately coded by reading a subject’s response to each
question element and creating a brief synopsis of the response. The codes were a succinct
content synopsis using either the subject’s words, or a researcher paraphrase. Each code
was entered directly into a cell of a spreadsheet, with each row comprising the full range
of codes for a specific question element. Each additional subject was independently
coded in similar fashion, rather than by comparing each new response to prior codes.
Later, during the theme identification process, similar codes would be recognized as
comparable content, and highlighted within the data chart. These similar codes together
indicated a thematic observation among the group, and these themes are discussed below
under the high and low well-being segments of this chapter. The data file remained intact,
with codes containing sometimes very similar terminology, without being physically
collapsed into broader concepts.
The following Table 5 illustrates the synopsis coding for selected question
elements from the disappointment segment of the interview. Notice that codes can be
quite similar in apparent meaning. During analysis, similar meanings were recognized for
purposes of capturing common themes in the data.
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Table 5. Sampl e Codings
ST quantity
not much

moderate

not a lot

fair amount

Identify voice
always me
all me

mine (2)

Initially a lot
a lot: replaying how it
happened

normally me

mom’s voice is prominent; and me
me and other person involved

me (6)

Was this case typical...?
yes, but this one
yes (8)
was quick

constant
Pretty
constant

a lot (4)

must be

no; it varies with the type of
disappointment - with self vs. others

the advance ST
is repetitive,
not the after

repetitive, sometimes
progress! ve/advancing

repetitive (3)

not really; mostly
progressi ve/advancing

Repetition
only 2 or 3 times

yes

no; tend to deal
with it and go on

not
repetitive;
progressive
progressive
(2)

Well-being was assessed through the third question in the interview guide. A
global self-rating was requested, and a wide range is represented among the participant
group - ranging from three (3) to ten (10), on a scale of one to ten. One subject responded
with “9, 10, 10 plus”, and was coded as 10. The distribution of well-being ratings is
shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Well-being Ratings of the Study Sample
Self-rating

3

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

10

Number

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

2

2

o

1
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I he fourth question began the first of four major life situation contexts. At the
outset ot each of these four context, subjects were asked to imagine a recent important
decision, disappointment, ethical dilemma or interpersonal conflict. They were asked to
recall the situation to themselves, and to report whether they had used self-talk. After this
common entree into each of the four contexts, there followed several questions that
explored various aspects of self-talk. Subjects were first asked to describe the self-talk
used. Although not required to share the specific instances which they had recalled, some
chose to do so. In the decision context the situations included such matters as a financial
investment, continuing a personal relationship, arguing with oneself about a purchase,
and anticipating interview questions. In other contexts, the situations included the issue of
whether to share private information and grappling with a major expense desired by one
spouse and not as fully appreciated by the other.
Self-talk among High Well-being Subjects
This section reports on the thematic commonalities among those subjects with
high self-rated well-being. This group comprised thirteen of the sample who had assigned
a rating of seven or higher —almost 70% of the sample. Common themes found within
the group are reported for each of the four life situations (decisions, disappointments,
ethical issue and interpersonal conflicts) as well as those related to other uses of self-talk.
Awareness of self-talk will also be discussed. Thereafter, common themes found among
the low well-being subjects are reported, along with discussion of awareness within the
group. Thereafter follows a comparative analysis between the two groups, and a
discussion of themes found within the mid-range subjects.
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In Times o f Decision [high well-being group]
When asked to recall a recent important decision and whether self-talk was used
in that situation, all high well-being subjects reported using self-talk, with the exception
of one subject unable to recall an instance. Often, the self-talk took the form of
examining the relative merits of various alternative actions -- a decision-making process
of considering relative advantages and disadvantages. They also reported commonly
using self-talk in times of decision more generally. “It’s always there” said one
participant. Another said “I always use self-talk because I have to. Because ... I don’t
have somebody that I can just go home to and ask what do you think about this?”
Seven of this group of subjects considered their self-talk with the recent decision
to be repetitive in nature, just slightly more than half of those reporting, and not
considered as a prominent common theme. Five members of the high well-being group
indicated that their self-talk was of an advancing / progressing nature, where its content
would change to some degree, as the process unfolded. One participant explained:
Each time I visited the thought, 1 brought in different scenarios. It’s like ‘OK. If I
did this, this outcome would happen, and would I be happy with that outcome?’
Or, you know, so I came back to the core a lot, and gave myself different
situations, and each time I saw a bigger, broader picture.
The self-talk used by these high well-being subjects was considered accurate in nature, as
well as convincing and believable. One subject shared a funneling or focusing feature of
decision related self-talk when she stated that “it was very pragmatic and took ... some of
the fluff out of it, I think. It helped me come down to the bare bones.”
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Self-talk was consistently considered useful and valuable for this group, with their
recent decision. However, the experiencing and processing of self-talk is not without its
demands. When asked about the value of the decision-related self-talk, a participant
shared “[It’s] very helpful. But it wears on you too. It’s a necessary evil in trying to come
up with the right decision. So you fight with it.”
Most considered their self-talk use in the recent decision to be typical of its use in
times of decision. One drew a distinction between self-talk use in personal and business
decision making contexts.
In my personal life I’m a lot easier on myself. So, I don’t strain at my self-talk at
home or with my wife as much as I do with work. ... So now, 1 think my self-talk
is totally different in my personal life than in my business life.
During Disappointment [high well-being group]
Self-talk use was consistent among the highest-rated well-being subjects, those
with self ratings of nine or ten, with which the analytic induction process began.
However, additional cases did not agree consistently with this theme. Four subjects could
not recall a recent disappointment of substance, but three of these indicated that self-talk
would play a role in times of disappointment. Two cases indicated not using self-talk in
connection with the specific disappointment they had chosen. Including the three who
indicated that self-talk would play a role in disappointment situations, the group overall
displayed a theme of using self-talk with disappointment.
The voice of the self-talk is consistently the subject in times of disappointment.
This consistency was not present in the voice of decision-making related self-talk.
Instead, the participants spoke about the voice of a father, business advisors, a spouse,
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superiors, and a specific work role occupied by the subject. “One voice is just the
position I’m in as the ... manager. I don’t think it’s so much me, as a person, as it is the
... manager.”
The disappointment related self-talk tends to be quite accurate, although one
subject observed that “when you’re down on yourself I don’t think it’s ever accurate.”
The self-talk is consistently believable for this group in times of disappointment; only
one case indicated a more tentative “I think so” (talking in general tenns rather than a
specific situation). A different participant stated,
“I like to think all self-talk is fairly convincing, unless you don’t listen to yourself.
Unless you have doubts about what your own analysis of something or your own
feelings about something are....it’s all accurate and believable because it’s me.”
However, believability is not always a preference. One subject indicated “I’m trying not
to believe all my self-talk. ... the more negative self-talk you say, the more you’re going
to believe it.”
The group considered their self-talk related to the disappointment to be helpful,
although some were speaking in broader tenns than a specific disappointment. Said one
of the group, “I think it was very helpful. I just think given the gravity and the complexity
of the situation, the potential impact it could have .. .1 think it was very useful to sort of
sort things out.” Once again, the group considered their use of self-talk in the specific
instance was indicative of their self-talk in times of disappointment.
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When Facing Ethical Dilemmas [high well-being group]
In situations involving ethical decisions and questions, the analytic induction
procedure uncovered only two common themes among the high well-being group. The
group shows a theme of using self-talk with ethical dilemmas, although four were talking
in more general terms than a specific recalled situation. The second common theme
within the group was the fact that their self-talk in the specific instance was typical of
their self-talk in times of ethical dilemma.
Seven of the eight first cases reviewed in the analytic induction process failed to
recall or report a recent instance where they had faced a recent ethical question of
importance. One such subject commented that “Those are usually very easy for me. 1
identify right and wrong, I don’t think that that’s a hard decision. So I don’t have to use a
lot of self-talk on that.” Another of these participants said “Right is right. However that is
sort of the basis and premise by which 1 come from with my self-talk. And usually those
are pretty short conversations.”
During Interpersonal Conflict [high well-being group]
Although some of the participants were unable to recall recent instances of
disappointment, ethical questions or decisions, all members of the high well-being group
were able to recall an example of an interpersonal conflict. In at least one case, however,
the conflict may have been beyond the range of “recent”.
In almost all cases, the high well-being group used self-talk in connection with the
conflict. The group generally uses self-talk in interpersonal conflict situations. In one
case, the subject drew a distinction between professional and personal life, with self-talk
used in the work context, whereas at home the communication is less filtered. “Away
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from my employment or v hatever, 1tend to say what 1, what I think ... i find myself
bottling up a lot more in my professional life.” The amount of self-talk surrounding the
incident was variable, and there lore does not represent a common theme.
In an early stage of analytic induction, with a small group consisting of the four
highest well-being subjects, the tone ot 'he related self-talk appeared to be a consistent
theme - it tended to be negative and critica’ However, this theme did not remain as more
cases were added in the review process, although a slight majority indicated a negative
tone in the conflict related self-talk. The voice of ihe self-talk tended to be their own,
though not without some allowance for other voices.
The voices were consistently considered accurate. The self-talk tended to more
often be silent rather than spoken aloud.
The conflict-related self-talk for the high well-being group was believable and
convincing, as well as helpful. “Oh, I think my self-talk is always pretty convincing” said
a high well-being subject, “because it’s my thought process, and so it’s convincing. But
on the other hand, side of the coin, it’s not that that can’t be changed.”
Additional Uses o f Self-talk [high well-being group]
Many of the high well-being participants shared other uses for self-talk, and two
common themes were present -- the self-talk is silent and it is helpful. These additional
uses were introspection about legacy, mortality and one’s behavior, self-talk about joys
and regrets related to distanced family members, narrated observation of one’s immediate
surroundings, pleasant recollections, scenario planning, cheerleading / motivation,
responding to athletic performance, conversational rehearsal, creating a “to-do” list, using
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sell-talk in connection with upcoming children’s activities, when bored, and even a
connection with preparing financial projections.
One subject, a business owner, recalled his use of self-talk when faced with a
serious competitive challenge that came to light during an out of town meeting. During
the trip home, as he shares, “I had a tape recorder, and I taped the conversation, and I
started talking to myself. And 1 said, ‘what should I do?’” He then went on to record
anticipated business strategies, and later created notes from the recorded conversation.
Two subjects spoke about a memory connection to self-talk. When asked about
the value of observational self-talk, one subject suggested that “I think it helps with
memory.. .of the incidents” and that it may put a “more reasoned sharpness to them.” The
other subject, in response to a comment about self-talk serving as a memory aid, put it
this way:
Oh I think so. Because I think you know, if you study anything about learning and
you have in your education courses I’m sure, but you know the first time you
leam something you only retain less than 30%, and if you relearn it, you retain
like 45%. You relearn it again, you retain maybe 75% of it. And I think with self
talk, I think it’s like relearning.
Thinking of family members living apart, one subject shared a related use of self-talk:
I come from a very strong family, and I’ve lost my parents. And I’ve got very
good brothers and sisters, and there’s a lot of self-talk about, about my family, to
myself. We’re spread out, so we don’t, so we think about each other a lot. We
don’t talk to each other as much .... Some of it’s joy, some of it’s I wish I would
have, you know. If we had to do it over again, type stuff. But a lot of it is just the
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joy of what’s happened .... It’s a lot of, you know, reliving of certainly happy
events more than the sad ones. Almost in awe of situations. Cause there are some
things you do that are just like wow, that was cool. So, those are the things that
are on the positive side of self-talk, definitely.
Conversation rehearsal is another use to which self-talk is employed, planning upcoming
interactions with others. One participant put it this way:
You’re going into a situation that’s not going to be comfortable, so I’m thinking
OK, now, this is what I’m going to say, I think. Or, if she says this, then I’ll, this
is my reply. And that’s good or bad. I mean it’s in a bad situation or a good
situation, if you’re going to a party or whatever, you might want to have a few,
especially if it’s strangers, you might want to have a few things in mind to talk
about or whatever. I guess that’s my, to me it’s a lot of planning, self-talk is a lot
of planning, when I have the time.
One subject shared about an earlier time in her life when self-talk was not used much. It
was during the time of a family member’s death. “I don’t think I self-talked very much
then. I internalized things, but I didn’t release it, you know.. ..I think the lack of self-talk
caused me not to do as well.”
Awareness o f Self-talk, [high well-being group]
The high well-being group appeared to be almost uniformly aware of their self
talk, based upon their recollection of whether they had used self-talk in each of the four
situations (decision, disappointment, ethics, and interpersonal conflict). In a few cases
subjects responded with a more tentative answer.
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In the opening question of the interview, subjects were asked to tell about their
self-talk in general. In examining responses of the high well-being group to this opening
question, the group demonstrates good awareness of self-talk. Virtually all of these
subjects were able to provide a coherent commentary about their intrapersonal
communication. In one case, a subject was more equivocal in responding. This individual
had been involved in a career where making decisions was a prominent component. As
the interview progressed he recounted situations where he had made use of self-talk.
Although the term self-talk was foreign, the subject had indeed practiced the behavior,
and was able to recall instances from the past. When asked whether he had used self-talk
in connection with a recent interpersonal conflict, there was a considerable pause before
the subject responded with “in a limited way, yes.”
The following table (Table 7) provides a visual summary of thematic patterns
found within the high well-being group. Following this table, the text provides a thematic
analysis of the low well-being subjects.

Table 7. Self-talk Themes in High Well-being Group
With a recent decision '
Used self-talk
Description: addressing alternatives; pros and cons
Generally use ST with decisions
ST was accurate
ST was convincing, believable
ST was useful, helpful
The ST in this case was typical of times of decision

# sharing theme
12
10
11
11
9
12
8

# of responses
12
12
12
11
11
12
11

With a recent disappointment '
Used ST
The voice was their own
ST was accurate
ST was convincing, believable
ST was useful, helpful
ST in this case is typical of times of disappointment

9
8
4
7
8
6

11
8
5
7
9
6

With a recent ethical dilemma 1
Used ST
ST in this case is typical of times of ethical dilemma

10
6

12
6

With a recent interpersonal conflict
Used ST
Generally use ST in such times
ST was accurate
ST was silent
ST was convincing, believable
ST was useful, helpful
The ST voice was their own

11
11
7
7
10
10
8

13
11
7
9
11
12
12

Self-talk in Other Situations [varied]1
5
ST is silent
5
ST is helpful
9
9
' Includes cases where subjects spoke in broader terms than a recent example.

Self-talk Among Low Well-being Subjects
This section reports on common themes found among the subjects with lower
self-rated well-being. This group consisted of those study subjects who had assigned a
rating of less than five to their well-being over the past three to four months. Four
subjects comprise this group. One of these cases had useable data for only the decisionrelated section of the interview, due to the voice recorder stopping without the knowledge
of the researcher. There was limited commonality in the experience of self-talk among
the low well-being group. After citing the common themes among this group, a
comparative analysis will illustrate how the low and high well-being groups compare.
It7 Times o f Decision [low well-being group]
Two of the subjects were unable to recall a recent important decision. In fact, one
of these participants felt that decisions were generally out of her hands. “All decisions are
out of my hands, which is sometimes what makes it easier. Cause things just happen
around me. [laughs] And I just have to deal with those.” The two cases that recalled
recent decisions tend to use self-talk, with decisions, and used self-talk with the specific
instance recalled, though one was somewhat tentative, stating “I think I did ... cause I
guess I went through scenarios as to what would happen if I did one thing, as opposed to
the other.” The self-talk voice was generally their own, and mostly silent. Their self-talk
was convincing and helpful.
Two other themes were observed within the decision related self-talk of this
group. Their self-talk tended to be repetitive, and it was considered accurate.
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During Disappointment [low well-being group]
With three cases now available for analysis, all three indicated using self-talk with
the recent disappointment they recalled. Considerable self-talk was involved, and it is
common for them to use self-talk in times of disappointment. The voice was silent, but
not consistently that of the subject. In one case, the subject’s mother’s voice is prominent,
with that voice “like a drill, boring into my skull.” Their use of self-talk with the specific
recalled instance appears to be consistent with how they would use self-talk in iin.es of
disappointment. Accuracy of the self-talk voice was not considered a theme among this
group, with one participant unable to assess accuracy and another commenting:
I think when I assume the worst, it’s not accurate. If I assume this’ll work out,
you know, just bide your time, that’s accurate usually. Because things do work
out. Everything usually works out. One way or the other. So that’s, but all the
worrying never pays off. It just does not pay off. So, when I have that going in my
head, if I start thinking of well, this should have been done, this should have been
done, then it’s just a waste of energy. And it’s usually incorrect [laughs].
When asked later about the value of the self-talk in connection with the disappointment,
this same subject shared a potential screening role within the self-talk.
Well, might have been useful in that if I went over things in my conversation, it
might have prevented me from saying things out loud that would have been
hurtful. So, instead of me spewing forth everything that popped in my head, I’d
go through it and resolve it, and filter it, diffuse it, calm down. So that what came
out was reasonable and if it’s not useful or helpful, it’s just - t going to improve
the situation. So it’s better to say nothing.
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In response to this same question, another subject spoke to the strategic value of self-talk:
Self-talk is a strategic tool. I mean, I use self-talk to work through what the
strategy and tactics might be to deal with an issue. So yeah, of course it’s helpful,
because it is a strategic tool. ... I find self-talk is definitely a strategic tool to help
me get through life, absolutely.
When Facing Ethical Dilemmas [low well-being group]
All three lower well-being subjects were able to recall a recent ethical decision or
question, contrary to the experience of the higher well-being subjects. All three reported
having used self-talk in this situation. Otherwise, there were no common themes among
the group, although there was some indication of having experienced considered self-talk.
When asked about the value of the subject’s ethics related self-talk, one commented that
“It was useful, but I would have preferred talking to someone about it.”
When asked about the repetitiveness of ethics-related self-talk, a participant spoke
of a progressive nature within self-talk:
So the self-talk progresses the discussion. Which is one of the nice things about
self-talk. It’s never anticipating that you’re going to solve the issue with the first
little chat. It’s sort of knowing the first little chat maybe helps you identify the
issue, clarify the issue, move some of the clutter away from the issue, as
irrelevant. Next conversation, or self-talk might then say, OK, now that I know
what the issue is .... Then 1 go on, the next step.
During Interpersonal Conflict [low well-being group]
There were three useable cases in this group (due to missing data on the recorder
for one subject, as mentioned above). All three indicated using self-talk in connection
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with a recent interpersonal conflict situation. One subject appeared to respond in a more
global manner, rather than focused on a specific recent conflict. The self-talk of the group
was convincing and believable, and its voice was that of the subject. One subject
commented in response to a question about the value of the conflict related self-talk with
the comment “I think it just made me more frustrated. So [laughs] not too useful.”
Additional Uses o f Self-talk [low well-being group]
Strategy and planning was cited as an additional use for self-talk, including such
issues as one’s future life, and more immediate game planning for an upcoming meeting.
Pep talking in advance of a presentation was also mentioned. This same subject cited the
use of self-talk in connection with pleasant situations, taking note of the fact that one is
having a positive experience. This self-talk is described as short phrases, and a sort of
reinforcement of the activity or feeling.
However, intrapersonal communication can be of questionable value, and at times
quite detrimental, as can other forms of communication, as this comment reveals:
The same thing happens whether I worry about it or not. Whether I worry about
what other people think or not. You know, it just doesn’t change anything. I
know, it’s like I’m the same person, I’m going to make the same decisions
basically, no matter what. And if my little voices, you know, are doubting every
little step, it doesn’t mean I’m going to make a different decision. It just means
I’ll be more miserable on the way to the same thing that I was going to do
anyway.
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Awareness o f Self-talk [low well-being group]
The lower well-being group was quite uniformly aware of their self-talk, based
upon recollections of whether they had used self in the recalled decision, disappointment,
ethics, and interpersonal conflict situations. Again, as in the case of the high well-being
group, there was limited incidence of a less confident response. When examining the
opening question, where subjects are asked to comment on their self-talk in general, the
lower well-being group uniformly indicated good awareness of their self

Ik.

Table 8 which follows displays the thematic patterns observed in the low well
being group. Following this table, the text discusses similarities and variances between
the high and low well-being groups, then provides an overview of hemes present for the
mid-range well-being subjects.
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1 a b l e 8. S e l f - t a l k T h e m e s in L o w W e l l - b e i n g G r o u p

With a recent decision
# sharing theme

# of responses

Used self-talk

2

4

Generally use ST with decisions

2

2

The ST voice was their own

2

2

ST tended to be repetitive

2

ST was accurate

2

2

ST was silent

2

2

ST was convincing, believable

2

2

ST was useful, helpful

2

2

_____

With a recent disappointment
Used ST

o

>

3

Used a lot of ST

3

3

Generally use ST wdth disappointments

3
->

S'1' was silent

3

■
J>

o

•">

3

3

Used ST

3

3

ST was convincing, believable

2

2

The ST voice wras their own 1

J

o

->

f

his case is typica1 of times of disappointment

J

With a recent ethical dilemma
Used ST

With a recent interpersonal conflict

1Includes one case where subject spoke in broader terms than a recent example.

Comparing the Experience of Seif-Talk
Given the modest number of low well-being cases present in the sample, it is
prudent to be somewhat tentative as we identify and compare themes. The following
section reports similarities in the self-talk experiences of the high and low well-being
participants, followed by themes which are unique to each group.
Similarities in Participant Self-talk
With recent important decisions, both the high well-being and low well-being
groups quite consistently reported making use of self-talk. Both groups also indicate that
the self-talk was convincing and useful. They also displayed common themes of self-talk
accuracy, and tendency to use self-talk in times of decision.
In the case of recent disappointments, there were two common themes among the
high and low well-being groups. Both groups tended to use self-talk, and their self-talk in
the specific instance was typical of their use in times of disappointment.
The only shared theme evident in the case o f ethical decisions was the tendency to
make use of self-talk. Three common themes were present in the use of self-talk with
recent interpersonal conflicts. Both groups tended to use self-talk, it was convincing, and
the voice of die self-talk was their own. Table 9 displays the shared themes.
When considering awareness of intrapersonal communication, both the lower
well-being and higher well-being groups tended to be aware of their self-talk.
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F a b le 9. C o m m o n T h e m e s W i t h i n S e l f - t a l k

With a recent decision, both groups:
Used self-talk
{Generally use self-talk with decisions
ST was accurate
iST was convincing, believable
iST was useful, helpful

With a recent disappointment, both groups:
Used self-talk
<
ST in this case was typical of times of disappointment

With a recent ethical dilemma, both groups:
Used ST

With a recent interpersonal conflict, both groups:
Use ST
ST was convincing, believable
The ST voice was their own

Awareness of self-talk
Both groups tended to be aware of their self-talk

Contrasting Experiences with Self-talk
Both the high and low well-being groups indicate using self-talk with recent
important decisions, and generally doing so, and that the self-talk was accurate.
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convincing and useful. However, the similarities end there. There were five noted
contrasting themes among the two groups. The high well-being group indicated that the
self-talk in the particular decision case was typical of their self-talk in times of important
decisions. They also indicated a common theme in their self-talk description, that of
addressing alternatives; pros and cons. The low well-being group had three unique
themes - their self-talk tended to be repetitive, silent, and its voice tended to be their
own. Though not a theme, a number of high well-being participants indicated a
progressive, advancing nature in their self-talk, which was not evident in the low wellbeing group. These higher well-being subjects apparently use decision-related self-talk
that has a forward-moving progressive manner, rather than covering the same ground in a
circular, repetitive way.
With recent disappointments, there were two common themes among the high and
low well-being groups - the use of self-talk, and the typical nature of the self-talk used in
the specific instance. There were seven unique themes found among the groups. For the
high well-being group, their self-talk voice was their own, and was accurate, convincing
and useful. The uni ue themes among the low well-being group were the large amount of
self-talk used, the tendency to generally use self-talk in times of disappointment, and the
silent nature of the self-talk.
In times of disappointment, self-talk was not used consistently among the high
well-being group, and there were a number of cases where high well-being individuals
failed to recall a recent disappointment of substance. The 'lower well-being subjects
report using a lot of self-talk with the incident, while this was not a theme observed
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among the high well-being group. The accuracy, usefulness and believability of the self
talk for the high well-being group were not themes shared in the low well-being group.
In the case of recent ethical questions, there was but one common theme among
the two groups, that of usage of self-talk. The only unique theme noted was that the high
well-being group self-talk was typical of their self-talk in times of ethical quandary. Over
half of the higher well-being group did not bring forward a recent important ethical
decision, although within this sub-group, the majority indicated they would use self-talk
in such situations. There was some evidence among the high well-being group of a
limited difficulty with ethical dilemmas. Talking about ethical decisions generally, a high
well-being subject shared:
I think that the situations that I may have come across that would involve a
decision, I mean situations that would involve an ethical decision, would not have
given you time to sit and discuss this with yourself. ... they come and you have to
make a decision and, whether or not you want to have the self-talk afterward,
saying was that the right decision, then I suppose self-talk would have come into
play. But, I think that without knowing specifics in the past, I’ve been pretty
comfortable with decisions that I’ve made. So I wouldn’t have had to kind of
weigh, oh, is that right or not, or wrong?
Again, speaking in general of ethical questions or decision, a high well-being participant
commented on the “short conversation” that surrounds ethical issues:
Well typically, when it comes to ethical issues I think I have at least for myself,
established for myself, a pretty clear cut set of core values by which I determine
what is right and wrong, what is ethical. So when you lay it across, lay something.
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an issue or situation alongside a set of core values, either it tits or it doesn’t, and
it’s a short conversation. And perhaps gathering some more information may
continue the conversation but if it doesn’t pass that litmus test, it’s pretty much a
done deal. Like 1 said, those conversations are pretty short.
There was some indication among the low well-being group of experiencing a
considerable amount of self-talk in connection with their recalled ethical decision.
When comparing the self-talk experience of the two groups in connection with
recent interpersonal conflict, there is a common theme of making use of self-talk. Also,
the self-talk was convincing and believable, and the voice tended to be their own.
Thereafter, no other themes are shared. However, the high well-being group had four
unique themes. They generally use self-talk in such situations, and their self-talk was
accurate, useful, and silent.
In other situations where self-talk tends to be used, the high well-being group
displayed two unique themes. Their self-talk in these other situations tends to be silent,
and it is considered helpful. There were no other contrasting themes among the low welloeing group in this category.
Table 10 that follows provides a display of the unique themes found among the
high and low well-being groups.
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T a b l e 10. C o n t r a s t i n g T h e m e s W i t h i n S e l f - t a l k

With a recent decision
High well-being group:

Low well-being group:

ST description: addressing alternatives; pro/con

The ST voice was their own

ST in this case was typical of decision times

ST tended to be repetitive
ST was silent

With a recent disappointment
Low well-being group:

High well-being group:
ST voice was their own

Used a lot of ST

ST was accurate

Generally use ST in such times

ST was convincing, believable

ST was silent

ST was useful, helpful

With a recent ethical dilemma
Low well-being group:

High well-being group:
ST in this case was typical of decision times

... no other contrasting themes

With a recent interpersonal conflict
Low well-being group:

High well-being group:

... no other contrasting themes

Generally use ST in such times
ST was accurate
ST was silent
ST was useful, helpful
Self-talk in other situations

Low well-being group:

High well-beir g group:

... no other contrasting themes

S'" . silent
ST is useful, helpful
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Self-talk Among Mid-range Well-being Subjects
This section reports on the findings within the mid-range well-being cases. There
were three cases in the middle range, who rated their well-being over the last three to four
months as below seven, but at least five.
This group displayed a number of common themes within itself. For coding
purposes, a theme required basic agreement among the three cases.
Self-talk was used in connection with the recent decisions, conflict and ethical
dilemmas. Both the low and high well-being groups evidenced these patterns. For the
mid-range well-being group, in these same three contexts, the self-talk was considered
helpful. The low and high well-being groups shared this same theme of helpful self-talk
only in the decision context.
In cases of decision, the mid-range group considered their self-talk to be typical of
times of decision. It tended to be repetitive, and the voice of the self-talk was the self and
one or more others.
With ethical dilemmas, the self-talk voice was generally their own, accurate, and
believable. In the context of interpersonal conflict, the self-talk was repetitive, and it was
considered accurate. All three subjects indicated good awareness of their self-talk,
judging from their ability to describe their self-talk (question one), and the clarity of their
response to the opening '‘did you use self-talk” questions that began each of the four
context segments. The group evidenced no common themes in the disappointment-related
self-talk area.
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F a b le 11. S e l f - t a l k T h e m e s a m o n g t h e M i d - R a n g e W e l l - b e i n g G r o u p

With a recent decision
# sharing theme

# of responses

Used self-talk (ST)

3

3

ST tended to be repetitive

3o

3

The ST voice was the self and others

3

-»

ST was useful, helpful

3

3

ST in this case is typical of times of decision times

3

3

Used ST

3

3

The ST voice was generally the self

3

3

ST voice was accurate

3

3

ST was convincing, believable

3

3

ST was useful, helpful

o

3

Used ST

3

"5

ST was repetitive

3

3

ST voice was accurate

3

3

ST tended to be useful, helpful

3

3

With a recent ethical dilemma

With a recent interpersonal conflict
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
This research explored connections between self-talk and well-being. The
research questions were: (Rl) How is intrapersonal communication used and experienced
by those with higher and lower levels of well-being? and (R2) To what extent are
subjects of varying well-being states aware of their intrapersonal communication? The
study uncovered various unique themes in the self-talk experience of high and low well
being individuals, and also provided a view of the self-talk awareness among the groups.
This chapter addresses the implications that may be derived from the findings.
These implications are discussed in two sections, practical and theoretical. Following
these discussions, the chapter addresses limitations in the research, including ways in
which these could be addressed in future inquiry.

P

ntial future research areas are

identified, and the chapter closes with overall conclusions.
Self-talk and Well-being: Practical Implications
This study found that the high and low well-being groups both used self-talk with
recent important decisions and tend to do so in times of decision. Both groups found self
talk to be helpful, accurate, and believable. However, a number of the high well-being
group members indicated that their internal communication had a progressive nature. In
contrast to a purely repetitive or ruminative process, various high well-being subjects
used decision-related self-talk in a progressive manner, examining the issue from varying
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angles or examining for changes over time, as shown in the comment: “I was seeing
things from different angles, as 1 worked out one scenario in my mind, then I would move
on to the next one, wondering how that one would interact.”
One can imagine self-talk as a valuable decision-making tool, if used in such an
progressive manner. The decision would be examined in a methodical way, considering
alternatives, weighing the relative merit of options, considering new information, moving
on to the next aspect of the decision. On the contrary, if the sel f-talk has no such orderly
deliberation, and instead endlessly revisits essentially similar content, the result would
seem potentially less useful.
The ruminative response to depression introduced earlier (Nolen-Hoeksema,
1987) suggests that an amplification of depression may be linked to the response patterns
implemented by the subject, with a ruminative or repetitive approach contributing to
longer and stronger depression. This rumination concept potentially implicates
intrapersonal communication as a counterproductive behavior, when in the form of
excessive repetition of similar messaging.
Repetition was a common theme with decisions for the low well-being group, but
not as prevalent among the high well-being subjects. One participant in the low well
being group indicated that the self-talk in the decision recalled was somewhat repetitive,
and described its tone as “Stressful, is probably how I would describe it. Anytime dealing
with money, I think there’s some stress involved.” Later, when asked whether the use of
self-talk in the specific instance was typical of decision self-talk, the response was “No.
[laughs] I tend to not be so rational .... If it is more related to relationships 1 think I might
overanalyze a little bit, and you know, be overly critical perhaps. Be a little more
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negative.” Notice that the specific self-talk was repetitive and stressful, but this tended to
he a more rational self-talk episode than would be typical.
The ruminative approach to depression appears to be supported in the experience
of the low well-being group. This group considers itself lower in well-being and their
self-talk is repetitive in nature with decisions. Perhaps there is some type of subtle
connection between well-being and repetitive ruminative self-talk.
In addition to its repetitive nature, the decision-related self-talk of the low well
being group also displayed two other unique themes - a silent nature and a tendency for
the voice to be that of the subject. Although it is unclear what significance these themes
might have, perhaps there is some nuanced well-being connection with the use of audible
self-talk and external voices, in times of decision. Both groups tended to experience their
own voice in times of conflict, but not in times of decision. In the case of disappointment,
it is the high well-being subjects that tended to experience their own voice within their
self-talk. There is a place and time for attending to and internalizing the voice of other;,
but there is also a time to filter and modify those voices, and attend to one’s own
authentic voice.
Some writers foster sensitivity to the issue of voice (Rakow & Wackwitz, 2004;
Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule, 1986). When we consider our inner speech, we
might examine its origin, and whether we are hearing our own voice, or that of another.
In some cases, that origin may not be known to the subject. What may seem our own
authentic voice may instead be a replaying of another’s voice, perhaps that of a parent, a
close friend or a critic.
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Cantor et al. (2004) propose a three-step process to connect with and reconstruct
one’s self-talk. The first step, “voice mapping”, refers to connecting with one’s current
self-talk and identifying those elements that are truly one’s own. This may present
challenge for some, due to the strength of cultural, familial and societal messaging.
Abeyta and Steinfatt (1989) argue that culture influences our internal information
processing. Our internal voice can level judgments flavored with “cultural consensus”
that have sufficient power to overpower our more authentic self (Jack, 1991). Other
writers observe that both adherence to and deviance from the voice of others (in the form
of social norms) can expose one to attack (Tarvis, 1992; Schur, 1984). The second step of
finding one’s authentic voice (Cantor et al., 2004), “reframing”, involves trying
alternative messages, looking at issues from a different perspective. “Movement
strategies” is the third process step, where one begins to actually incorporate new ways of
thinking and acting.
At times we may be unaware of the actual source of our self-talk. Its source may
be beyond the self. It may need restructuring. This is symbolic interaction from a
proactive intentional perspective.
Two unique themes arose within the high well-being group - the description of
their decision-related self-talk as addressing alternatives and pros and cons, and the
typical nature of the self-talk in the specific instance they recalled. Again, the
implications of these differences are unclear. In three of the four major sections, the high
well-being group’s self-talk was considered typical, whereas in only one section was it a
theme among the low well-being group. Perhaps this consistency is related in some way
to high well-being.
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Recent disappointments saw both groups using self-talk, and their specific selftalk being typical of their self-talk in such situations. However, low well-being subjects
tending to employ a lot of self-talk, while this was not a general theme among high well
being subjects. In fact, a number of the high well-being group did not bring to mind a
recent important disappointment. This apparent absence of disappointment in the recent
history of high well-being participants could truly reflect an actual absence of
disappointment, or perhaps an absence of attention given to those that did occur, or
perhaps a different inherent meaning being attached to the term itself. This issue of
semantic discrepancy is discussed later in this chapter, in the research limitations section.
Disappointments, such as an unsuccessful attempt to secure an important goal or a
troubling development in one’s health, would seem to logically translate to diminished
well-being for many people. When disappointments arise, the lower well-being group
tends to employ a lot of self-talk, while the high well-being group does not, at least as
uniformly. Asked about the quantity of self-talk associated with a recent disappointment,
a low well-being subject referred to a “running commentary in there of, just, what if.”
When disappointment occurs, perhaps it is kept alive longer and stronger due to
the quantity of self-talk involved, and in turn has a more prominent impact in the lives of
low well-being subjects. An abundance of self-talk would seem to enable a subject to
more easily recall the situation when prompted during the interview. Intuitively it would
seem that a matter receiving considerable mental attention would have more likelihood of
persisting in the memory. If that persisting memory relates to a disappointment, some
well-being impact would seem a reasonable suspicion. The implication here is that well
being may be related to the quantity of self-talk surrounding disappointment.
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Disappointment related self-talk tended to be believable, helpful, and accurate for
the high well-being participants. These were not themes for low well-being subjects,
although there was some indication of a progressive nature within their self-talk. Given
these two observations, it is not clear why their self-talk failed to display themes of
helpfulness and believabiiity. If we had observed a more pronounced repetitive theme in
their self-talk, we might have more easily suspected a connection between repetition and
self-talk utility.
For the high well-being group one additional unique theme was found in their
disappointment self-talk. The voice of their self-talk tended to be their own. This self
voiced feature of self-talk was not a theme for the high well-being group in the decision
context, yet it is a theme in both the disappointment and conflict contexts. It may be that
self-voicing is a better strategy in these particular contexts in which there may be more
emotional content.
Two other unique themes were found in the low well-being group, related to
recent disappointment, its silence, and its usual use with disappointment. Neither of these
themes was present in the high well-being group. We may again contemplate some subtle
connection between well-being and the lack of audible self-talk. Perhaps it would be
advisable to include a degree of audible self-talk in situations such as disappointment.
Ethical questions brought forth no common themes between the two groups of
subjects, other than th° use of self-talk. The high well-being group had one unique theme,
that the self-talk in the specific case is typical of times of ethical dilemma. Over half of
the higher well-being group apparently did not recall a recent important ethical decision,
although within this sub-group the majority indicated they would use self-talk in such
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instances. What does it mean when the high well-being group is unable to recall a recent
ethical decision? it may be indicative of a tendency to minimally engage such issues
when they do arise, and therefore less ability to recall them later. Indeed, as indicated
above, there was indication that for the high well-being group, ethical issues pose limited
challenge. As one high well-being subject shared: “if it doesn’t pass that litmus test, it’s
pretty much a done deal. Like I said, those conversations are pretty short.” Alternatively,
the apparent lack of ethical challenge may instead be a matter of semantic or attitudinal
differences, or even a literal absence of such dilemma.
When asked about her tendency to use self-talk in times of ethical decision, a high
well-being subject who had recalled a recent ethical decision, spoke about seif-talk being
involved with varied aspects of a decision.
At some point, you do need to talk to other people. But before you get to the point
of talking to other people, you need to have laid out your own thoughts or
arguments, your own decisions, and how you’re going to back up those decisions.
And it’s not always, coming to that point isn’t always a straight line. So that self
talk kind of takes you through all the branches I think of that potential decision.
She had earlier indicated experiencing quite a bit of self-talk with the specific instance
she recalled. But that self-talk was not repetitive in nature, but “looking at different
options, different thoughts that came up.” This same subject, when asked about the
timing o f the self-talk in this ethics matter, indicated a tendency to not labor with self-talk
after a decision. “1 think when I come to a decision, I don’t use much self-talk after it.
What’s done is done. And I don’t go back and um, I just don’t go back to it.”
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There was a tendency indicated among the low well-being group to experience a
lot of self-talk in the face of the recent ethical dilemma, as was the case with their recent
disappointments. Perhaps the quantity of self-talk has a life-extending influence on the
ethical dilemma, making its memory more accessible.
With interpersonal conflict, self-talk use was a common theme among the high
and low well-being groups, in addition to both groups finding it believable, and its voice
tending to be their own. The high well-being group had these unique themes: in times of
conflict, they generally use self-talk, and it tended to be silent, accurate, and helpful.
Table 12 offers guidance for self-talk in the four study contexts. While based on
implications from the study, they are offered as actions to consider, without asserting
causal connections to well-being.
Table 12. Practical Implications
In times of decision, consider:

Use a progressive / advancing self-talk
Avoid repetitive rumination
Use audible self-talk
Include external voices

With disappointments, consider:

Limit the quantity of self-talk
Use self-voiced self-talk
Include audible self-talk

In ethical situations, consider:

Limit the quantity of self-talk

With interpersonal conflict, consider:

Use self-voiced self-talk
Use silent self-talk
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Mid-Range Subjects
Themes among the mid-range group correspond to those of high well-being group
slightly more so than the low well-being group. The mid-range group shared seven
themes with the high well-being group, and five themes with the low well-being group.
Subjects in the mid-range group used self-talk in connection with recent decisions,
conflict, and ethical dilemma, all of which were common themes for the other two
groups. Only one other theme was shared among the three groups, that decision-related
self-talk was considered helpful. Given that the mid-range group does not strongly mirror
either of the other two groups, they may truly constitute a mid-range position, rather than
merely an extension of either group.
Self-talk Awareness
Subjects in all three groups showed a clear awareness of self-talk. In most all
cases they were able to provide a clear response to the question of whether or not they
had used self-talk in their recalled recent decision, disappointment, ethical question and
interpersonal conflict. Research question two (R2) asked to what extent are subjects of
varying well-being states aware of their intrapersonal communication? From this study,
it appears that people are quite uniformly aware of this form of communication. They
may not have been exposed to the terms “self-talk” or “intrapersonal communication” in
the past, but this does not necessarily mean they have not experienced the behavior or
cannot recall its use.
There does not appear to be any marked difference among the high and low well
being groups in this self-awareness characteristic. One could have imagined some
correlation between well-being and awareness, perhaps that such awareness might
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translate to some helpful (or harmful) impact on the individual. It could be argued that
being unaware of one’s inner dialog or commentary may leave one vulnerable to negative
influences should that dialog be of a critical, unsupportive nature. The subconscious mind
may “hear” the critical messaging and this hearing may in some way result in an altering
of the subject’s emotional state, yet without the subject being aware of where the
emotional compromise is originating. Alternatively, we might imagine that awareness of
those negative messages would afford opportunity to engage and refine those messages,
to the advantage of one’s emotional state. However, based on the awareness findings of
this study, subjects appear to be quite aware of their self-talk, and therefore no connection
is apparent between self-talk awareness and well-being.
“I'm not crazy"
Although not intentionally explored in this study, a repeated tendency was noticed
among the high and low well-being group, as well as the mid-range group. Among the
groups there is a common tendency to have some sense of embarrassment connected with
self-talk. In fact, with one of the high well-being interviews, the subject’s first words in
the transcript were “Well, I’m not crazy [laughs] but obviously I do run through, what
you call the self-talk.” Another of this group laughed slightly when referring to self-talk
being mostly silent. Another high well-being subject said:
A lot of times, people kind of think that people that talk to themselves might be
kind of out in left field. But, because I guess I do it myself I don’t feel that way at
all. I think it’s a way of organizing your thoughts.
All the mid-range well-being subjects, and virtually all the low well-being group,
indicated some sense of embarrassment related to self-talk. About halt of the high well
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being group indicated a sense of embarrassment. At least one subject seemed to draw a
distinction between audible and silent self-talk, the former being more a signal for
concern. This subject consistently indicated that her self-talk was silent.
Implications for Theory
Accounting for Varied Characteristics o f Self-talk
For a thorough theoretical conception of intrapersonal communication, it would
appear important to account for many varied characteristics and features of the
phenomenon. It is not adequate to characterize self-talk as a broadly generalized
construct, at least when considering its connections to well-being. This need to consider
the subtleties of self-talk would also be relevant to personal and therapeutic applications
of self-talk.
Quantity of self-talk appears to be one such characteristic to account for in the
effort to craft a well-informed theory and understanding of self-talk. We have seen that
low well-being subjects tended to use a substantive quantity of self-talk in connection
with disappointment, a theme that is not present for the high well-being group. The low
well-being group also showed evidence of experiencing a lot of self-talk in the face of
recent ethical dilemma.
The high well-being group found their disappointment-related self-talk helpful,
believable, and accurate, yet these were not themes among the low well-being group.
These characteristics represent other aspects of self-talk that could be explored when
crafting a theory of self-talk. In some conditions, self-talk is believable and helpful, and
accurate. In other situations it appears to be less so. This observation correlates with the
investigation by Treadwell and Kendall (1996) of childhood anxiety disorders and self94

talk. Negative self-talk showed a significant connection to anxiety disorder and to therapy
progress, but positive self-talk did not. Healthier functioning was linked to less self-talk
of a negative nature, but not to more of the positive. It would appear more important to
limit self-talk of a negative nature than focus on fostering positive self-talk. However,
this study found no common themes related to the tone of self-talk, either positive or
negative.
Other aspects of self-talk to consider in the development of self-talk theory are its
description, consistency of its use, the subject (voice) of the self-talk, its audible or silent
nature, and repetitiveness.
This study did not specifically address the motivational and instructional nature of
the self-talk used by the subjects. It was mentioned earlier that there has been evidence of
a difference in these two types of self-talk (Hatzigeorgiadis, Theodorakis, & Zourbanos,
2004). These researchers examined self-talk in the context of precision and power. Both
self-talk groups enhanced performance with the precision task, but not comparably; the
group using instructional self-talk improved more. In the power task, only the
motivational self-talk group saw marked improvement. Here again is demonstrated the
variance that appears to exist within the self-talk construct.
A sound theoretical perspective of self-talk requires some degree of complexity,
carefully parsing out conditions and characteristics that enhance the value and efficacy of
self-talk. Likewise, counselors and mental heath workers would be better equipped with a
nuanced, research-guided approach to using self-talk as a prescriptive tool. Self-talk is
not a generic “pick-me-up” technique that can be mass distributed without some level of
nuanced insight and guidance. There is subtlety associated with the phenomenon.
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Self-talk and R yff’s Well-being Model
A six-dimension model of well-being has been introduced above. Its six elements
are self-acceptance, autonomy, positive social relations, environmental mastery, personal
growth and life purpose (Ruini, Ottolini, Rafanelli, Tossani, Ryff, & Fave, 2003; Ryff,
1989). It would appear that intrapersonal communication may have a place within such a
model of well-being, either as an independent construct, or as a contributing influence
upon one or more of the already-identified dimensions.
This research has found a number of common tendencies in the self-talk of
individuals of high and low well-being. Although a causal relationship cannot be claimed
from this study, the presence of such unique thematic patterns in the experience of the
subjects raises the prospect that there may well be relevant connections. In particular,
such themes as the self-talk subject, audibility, repetitiveness, and quantity would be
places to begin a more precise analysis of the effect of self-talk on well-being.
Various elements of the Ryff (1989) well-being model would appear to be
susceptible to the influence of intrapersonal communication. Self-confidence may be
directly addressed through self-talk, by attending to one’s existing internal messages,
examining their fairness and validity, and deliberately refashioning those messages that
merit change. This process resembles the three-part voice mapping, reframing and
movement process discussed above (Cantor et al., 2004). The other dimensions of well
being —social relationships, life puipose, personal growth, environmental success, and
autonomy (Ruini, Ottolini, Rafanelli, Tossani, Ryff, & Fave, 2003; Ryff, 1989) - may
also be amenable to direct and deliberate remedial self-talk.
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Self-talk and Symbolic Interactionism
The second of the three foundations of symbolic interactionism may merit some
extension or refinement, in connection with intrapersonal communication. Blurner (1969)
identified three foundations of symbolic interactionism, one, that we respond to things
based on their meaning for us, two, that such meanings develop out of social interaction,
and three, those meanings are modified by personal interpretation. The second premise
could perhaps be extended to allow for creation of meaning solely by the individual,
without effect of social influence.
The conversation rehearsal feature of self-talk may provide a sense of how
meaning may be created internally, without grounding in social interaction or even
reality. Self-talk internal conversation can be a personal fabrication, and its content is
limited only by the individual imagination. When asked about the accuracy of self-talk
voices in the decision context, most subjects indicated that the voice was accurate.
However, there were two cases in the midrange well-being group that indicated more
mixed results, one of which indicated that the other voices in the talk were not quite as
accurate. “As far the other voices, they didn’t ask the things that I thought they would,
and they didn’t respond the way I thought they would.” In such a situation, it seems
difficult to argue for a strong social influence at work. The subject imagined conversation
that was different from the actual conversation that occurred.
Socialization likely does influence the way we imagine a conversation, but we
appear to have the capacity for inventing conversation that follows our own rules, and our
own imagined or fabricated reality. It may be difficult to imagine, and more difficult still
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to validate, a meaning making experience totally separate from all external social
influences. However, allowing for such independent meaning creation seems appropriate.
Limitations of the Research
Shared Meaning
The research offered four life situations in which subjects were asked to identify
one example and comment on their related self-talk. These four situations were
characterized as important decisions, disappointment, ethical question, and interpersonal
conflict. In the category of recent disappointments, a number of the high well-being
group did not bring to mind a recent important disappointment. A similar result occurred
in the ethical question area, with over half of the higher well-being group apparently not
recalling a recent important ethical decision. This apparent lack of ethical issues or
disappointments may be indicative of a tendency to minimally engage such issues when
they do arise. Alternatively, what may be at work is a difference in meaning.
When confronted with “disappointment” or “ethical issues” in daily life, the high
well-being group may characterize them in a more positive manner than others, seeing
them as challenging temporary roadblocks, or a nuisance to be brushed aside with
minimal engagement. One person’s challenge is another’s tragedy; it’s all in the mindset.
The symbolic interaction perspective tells us that people respond based on personal
meanings held (Blunter, 1969). Of course, there may truly be some difference in the
number of ethics issues or disappointments entering the lives of the high well-being
group. Perhaps this in effect explains their well-being level. However, it may instead be a
matter of “half full / half empty” perspectives, rather than a true difference in quantity of
life challenges.
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To address such potential misaligned meanings, the study could have refrained
from setting up these pre-selected conditions. Subjects could have still been asked to
comment on their self-talk in general, as they were, but then instead of moving into
prescribed situations, the interviews could have followed the lead of the subject into the
content that happened to arise. In some cases, the subject may have shared an ethical
challenge around which they utilized self-talk. When that subject area was complete, the
interview could have simply asked “in what other situations do you use self-talk?”
Measuring Well- Being
It is quite possible that some participants were guarded or biased in their selfreport of well-being. The well-being measure seems vulnerable to over-statement, given a
likely bias against appearing to be sad or troubled, especially in the eyes of an
acquaintance. The research included subjects with well-being self-ratings as low as three
and four, on a ten-point scale. However, some may have been guarded in their candor,
and this may have affected the accuracy of some well-being ratings. An alternative
measurement approach could have been used, such as conducting the well-being
assessment by mail, with a separate instrument, to perhaps make the assessment less
susceptible to interpersonal influences.
Another potential influence on a participant’s well-being rating is the effect of
immediate conditions within the individual and their environment. Mood can vary
significantly, even within the span of a day, and that variability may have affected the
manner in which subjects rated overall well-being during the past three to four months.
Some subjects may have demonstrated an upward-biased averaging tendency in
their well-being rating, where one’s challenges and troubles are moderated by the passing
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of time and a generally positive disposition and recent history. On the other hand, there is
also potential for negative bias in the rating, influenced by tendencies to view situations
and experiences in a more negative manner.
It may be more useful to measure well-being at the same point that other lines of
inquiry are assessed, rather than relying on the subject’s recall and assessment of wellbeing during a lengthy period of time. Well-being could also be measured with tested
research instruments, and used alongside the interview protocol employed in this research
in self-talk. This approach may yield a higher quality and more dependable well-being
measure, and perhaps varying insights.
Within this research, participants were asked to rate their well-being, after being
instructed that well-being was to be viewed as an “overall level ofhappiness." It may
have been equally useful to simply ask about overall happiness, and avoid introducing the
term “well-being”.
Another limitation in the study is the modest number of low well-being subjects
in the sample. Additional subjects could have been sought until those numbers were
higher, to help enhance the confidence level in the themes identified.
Measuring A wareness
The second research question dealt with subject awareness of their intrapersonal
communication. However, it was not predetermined that a specific question or group of
questions would be used to measure this factor. The researcher was therefore faced with
later determining which elements in the data set would inform the assessment of subject
awareness. This may be a vulnerable position for a researcher - determining how to
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measure a construct during or after data collection. In actuality, however, this may not
have had any substantive or biasing influence on the assessment.
Measuring awareness of intrapersonal communication is not without challenge.
When a person is unable to recall a recent incident of interpersonal conflict or
disappointment, and therefore cannot report any related self-talk, this may not reflect lack
of self-talk awareness, but rather memory limitations or a generally sanguine life
experience. Similarly, if a person indicates no prior knowledge of the term “self-talk”,
this may not indicate lack of usage or awareness of self-talk.
Capturing Self-talk
This research asked the participant to recall recent examples of four particular
situations - a disappointment, a decision, an ethical question, and an interpersonal
conflict. The subjects were asked to then respond to various questions about the nature of
their self-talk in connection with the incident. Participants were generally able to respond
to the probes, although in some cases did not recall a particular type of situation.
However, it is not known how accurate the descriptions and measures assigned to the
self-talk were. Memory is at issue here, and it would seem valid to assume that a more
timely recall would enhance the accuracy of the data. For example, if subjects recorded
their actual self-talk closer to “real time”, using various descriptive and quantifiable
measures, one would assume that a more accurate picture would emerge. Such a process,
however, does introduce additional demands upon the participant, and is not without risk
of data pollution. One can imagine the “social acceptability” screening that could
potentially influence the data that are recorded.
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[ his study approached data collection in a relatively structured manner, with four
life situations determined in advance, and numerous attributes of self-talk to explore
within each situation. A less directive approach could be used, such as a grounded theory
inquiry, which would allow subjects to dictate the direction of the interview. In grounded
theory, “one begins with an area of study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to
emerge” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 23). Using this approach, the subject could be asked
to describe how they make use of self-talk. The interviewer could then follow the dialog
of the participant, encouraging elaboration and clarification, but not directing the subject
with a prescribed interview protocol.
Is it Self-talk or Is it Thought?
There was some degree of difficulty distinguishing between thought and self-talk.
At the beginning of the interviews, the researcher read an introductory message about
self-talk, which briefly explained the nature of self-talk (see Appendix B). However, the
concept remained somewhat unclear with one or more subjects, as seen in the comment,
“Very hard to differentiate between what you’re suggestion is pure thought and self-talk,
I don’t know how you articulate pure thought. Do you do it with words? Do you
conceptualize words, or not?” Perhaps a greater amount of discussion about the concept
of self-talk would be advisable preceding the actual interview questions. It may also be
prudent to provide such discussion well in advance of the interview, to allow for subjects
to observe their self-talk over an extended period of time.
Research Method Issues
All interviews were conducted by the researcher, rather than using support
personnel to arrange meetings and collect data. This approach has the potential advantage
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of consistency, but it also removes the potential for varied researcher observations and
insights, and the opportunity to uncover researcher bias or other researcher influences.
All interview recordings were transcribed by the researcher, which had the
advantage of cost containment and minimizing access to the participant comments. It
may be that the accuracy of the transcriptions was also enhanced, as compared to hired
transcription, but this is likely debatable.
One may be inclined to assume that transcription by the researcher would have
the added benefit of enabling an intimate detailed exposure to the data, including vocal
features, pauses and false starts. Although some vocalized pauses may be omitted from
the transcript, as they were in this case, the researcher has at least heard these features in
person and in the transcription process. On the other hand, this close contact with the data
which transcribing allows may have a counter effect, an inability to see “the forest”. As
one labors over the precise, word-by-word translation of voice to text, the focus is indeed
rather myopic. For some researchers there may be little insight gained in exchange for the
transcription time invested.
On the other hand, the transcription process provided practical research education.
One voice recorder was used for only the first two interviews (and part of a later
interview, when there appeared to be a problem), after which another model was
employed that allowed for automatic and variable backspacing when the playback was
stopped. This feature alleviates having to continually “rewind” to an earlier point in the
recording. The replacement recorder also allowed for adjustment of the playback speed.
On one occasion, the voice recorder failed to record the majority of the interview,
without the researcher being aware of the problem. A better approach to recording would
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have been to simultaneously record all interviews on two recorders to protect against
technical problems not detected in time to cure.
The researcher made limited use of voice recognition software, which resulted in
a transcription time reduction of about 20%. The software includes a brief training
process that can be used to acquaint the software with the subject’s voice. However, a
more extensive process is also available that may have enabled more accurate translation
into text. If conducting more extensive interviews, multiple interviews, or
autoethnography, it may be prudent to consider using the more extensive training process.
The voice recognition software failed to perform in a completely smooth manner, and is
assuredly not the panacea it might eippear to be, but yet is a research tool worthy of
consideration in some circumstances.
Future Research
One participant raised the possible connection between personality and self-talk,
and this represents a potential avenue for future research. Subject personality profiling
could be accomplished through an established assessment tool, with self-talk
characteristics collected through an interview similar that that used in this research.
Anuiner potential for future research is to use more precise measures of well
being and awareness, rather than the more generalized approach in this study. An existing
well-bmng measure could replace the less-structured global self-report used herein.
Future research could also examine more immediate ratings of well-being.
Assessments could be collected for the preceding day or few hours, then related to self
talk in the immediate or longer term setting.
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Subjects could also be enlisted to maintain a self-talk journal from which a
researcher could glean data about self-talk use. Such a journal could take varied forms,
such as daily or hourly entries, and a paper or electronic format.
This research dealt with subjects of varying well-being levels, but did not inquire
about specific mood disorders. Future research could explore intrapersonal
communication among subjects with clinically-identified mental health conditions, in an
attempt to identify relationships among mental health and self-talk.
Personal history may have implications in the current use, characteristics and
utility of self-talk. In a few cases, subjects indicated that their self-talk included the
voicing of a parent. One subject, when asked to identify the voice, in connection with
conflict, expressed that “I’d have to throw in Mom; the whole ‘it’s your mother’s fault’
kind of idea .... So, maybe it’s my child with the critical tone of my mother, I don’t
know.” The manner in which a child is addressed in overt conversation in the childhood
home may relate in some manner to how that child later addresses the self as an adult.
Just as one learns many and varied other behaviors within childhood, our internal
communication patterns are perhaps somewhat ritualized during early stages of life.
Future research could attempt to collect and account for early childhood factors.
Culture is considered to be an influencer of internal information processing
(Abeyta & Steinfatt, 1989). Future research into the self-talk experience of subjects of
varied well-being could seek to account for variance in such cultural influence within
study subjects.
Future research could also explore the processes used when responding to the
interview components. DeMaio and Rothgeb (1996) discuss two methods of gathering
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insight into cognitive processes used in answering survey questions, cognitive interviews
and respondent debriefing. The former tends to be less structured and more limited in the
number of participants. The debriefing approach involves more participants and more
structure, and aims for more generalizable results. Such procedures can help improve the
quality of future survey instruments, and may also help refine interview protocols.
Alternative research measures could be implemented, such as the use of additional
personnel, rather than the single researcher approach of this study. This practice could
perhaps counterbalance against potential problematic influences of using an individual
researcher. The additional research personnel could be enlisted to conduct interviews,
prepare transcripts, and examine data, using comparable processes as those used by the
researcher.
A more quantitative approach to data collection is another research alternative for
this line of inquiry into the experience of self-talk. Instead this research followed a more
qualitative approach.
Methods of research inquiry are many and varied, each with its own relative
strengths and limitations. Sommer and Sommer (1991) counsel that
An interdisciplinary approach is essential for research on complex social issues.
For most problems, several procedures will be better than one. Even though each
method has its limitations, these tend not to be the same limitations. In choosing
between alternative methods, the problem comes first; the next issues to be
considered are the time and resources available (p. 14).
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Conclusions
This study examined the experience of self-talk among subjects of varying well
being. The study was exploratory in nature, and its findings point to various implications.
Self-talk is commonly used by high and low well-being subjects, in all four life
situations examined in the study - decisions, disappointment, ethical dilemma and
interpersonal conflict. This common usage is evident also in the mid-range group, except
within the disappointment context. Awareness of self-talk is also common among all
three groups, as is the tendency to have some degree of embarrassment connected with
self-talk.
Beth high and low well-being subjects exhibited a number of themes unique to
their group, as has been discussed. While we cannot assume causal connections between
these self-talk themes and the well-being level of subjects, we can entertain those
possibilities, and personally experiment with alternative self-talk strategies.
When faced with decision, the study findings implicate making use of audible,
progressi ve, non-repetitive self-talk, and to include the voices of others besides the self.
In times o f disappointment, we might experiment with the inclusion of audible and self
voiced self-talk, as well as care to limit the quantity of self-talk. Limiting self-talk
quantity is also a caution with ethical situations. In the event of interpersonal conflict, we
could consider the use of silent self-talk and self-talk that features one’s own voice, rather
than that of others.
The phenomenon of self-talk is complex. Devising a thorough theoretical
conception of the behavior would seem to call for some degree of complexity. It is not
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sufficient to treat self-talk as a generic concept, at least when attempting to understand
and optimize its value in specific contexts.
Intrapersonal communication may also have a legitimate place within our
conception of well-being. Such themes as the self-talk subject, audibility, repetitiveness,
and quantity could be potential starting points for more precise examination into the
effects of self-talk on well-being.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A
Consent Form
This research is being conducted by Jim Abbott, of Grand Forks, ND, in connection with obtaining
a doctoral degree in communication from the University of North Dakota. The research is
exploring intrapersonal communication (self-talk), including its connections to well-being. The
project examines various attributes of self-talk - such as its prevalence, valence, content,
congruence, timing, and subject awareness. Additional understanding of self talk may have value
in the personal and interpersonal context.
The project is using personal in-depth interviews to gather data from participants, and the
interview should last no longer than 90 minutes. The interviews will be recorded, with participant
approval, to help with capturing relevant themes and insights, and to allow for the accurate recall
and citation of illustrations and anecdotes for the research report and any related publication. Full
transcriptions will be produced.
Although participants do not receive any material compensation, they may benefit from
heightened awareness and acceptance of their intrapersonal communication. They also may
value the opportunity to add to the understanding of seif-talk and well-being. There should be no
risk or discomfort to participants, given that participants will be guided to avoid disclosure of
sensitive information.
Consent forms and recordings will be stored for 3 years, in separate locked cabinets, located in
separate locations. The audio recordings will be labeled only with a numeric code, but this code
will not be listed together with participant names. Only the researcher, the adviser, and people
who audit IRB procedures will have access to the data. At the end of the 3 year period, the
recordings will be destroyed. Transcripts will be retained for 7 years after approval of the
dissertation.
If you have questions about the research, please call Jim Abbott (at 701-746-5731 or 2516
Belmont Rd., Grand Forks, ND, 58201), or Dr. Pam Kalbfleisch, adviser (at 701-777-2159 or UND
School of Communication, Box 7169, University Station, Grand Forks, ND 58202). If you have
any other questions or concerns, please call Research Development and Compliance at 7774279.
Participation in the study is voluntary. No penalties will result from refusal to participate.
Participation may be discontinued at any point without penalty, simply by notifying the researcher.
A participant will not be asked to discontinue participation unless there appears to be some
discomfort that arises.
Participation in the study should involve no costs.
Results of the study may be obtained from the researcher, by calling or writing to the address
above.
A blank copy of this consent form has been provided to me at the time of signing.
I agree to the recording of the interview [strike out this sentence arid initial, if you prefer no
recording].
Participant

Date

no

Appendix B
interview Guide
Revised July 31, 2006
Introduction:
This research is about self-talk - talking to ourselves. Seif-talk can be silent or spoken. It is different than
pure thought, in that we actually are communicating - transmitting messages - with the self.
We might, for example, “have a conversation with ourselves” about an upcoming decision. We might
review details about the decision - what the pros and cons would be. We might argue with ourselves “who cares about the cost, in this kind o f situation”, etc.
Self-talk can be motivational, instructional, positive, negative, forward-looking, retrospective, repetitive,
congruent with reality - or not.
1. Could you tell me about your self-talk in general - overall description, how you use it, when, etc.
H o w d o -you k n o w ab ou t s e lf-ta lk — xVnrougVi tr a in in g , reading*?

\ p ro b e \

2. Consider the term “well-being” to mean one’s overall level o f happiness. How would you rate your well
being over the last 3 to 4 months? Use a 10 point scale, with 1 - very low, 10 ~ very high).
3. Imagine a recent important decision.
Try to recall the situation to yourself - what it was about, how you felt, etc. .
Now, when faced with this recent decision, did you use self-talk?
Follow up / probe to gather detail and nuances, using the following attributes o f self talk as prompts:
Describe the self-talk used
Quantity (amount o f self-talk used)
Frequency (usually used with decisions vs. seldom)
Repetition (repeating similar messages)
Tone [valence] (positive, negative, critical, supportive)
Identify the voice [who’s talking?]
Accuracy o f this voice?
Which voice dominates?
Audible (vs. silent)
Timing (pre-, concurrent, post-)
Believability (how convincing is the self-talk?)
Congruence (how well does it match reality)
Utility / value (is the self-talk useful, helpful)
When is it helpful? When not?
How you’ve described your self-talk with this decision —is this typical o f your self-talk
in times o f important decisions?
4. Imagine a recent disappointment o f importance to you.
Try to recall the situation to yourself - what it was about, how you felt, etc. .
Now, when faced with this recent disappointment, did you use self-talk?
Follow up / probe to gather detail and nuances, using the following attributes o f self talk as prompts
Describe the self-talk used
Quantity (amount o f self-talk used)

m

Frequency (usually used wish disappointment vs. seldom)
Repetition (repeating similar messages)
Tone fvalence] (positive, negative, critical, supportive)
Identify the voice [who's talking?}
Accuracy o f this voice?

Which voice dominates?
Audible (vs, silent)
Timing (pre-event, concurrent, post-event)
Befievabijity (how convincing is the self-talk?)
Congruence (how well does n match reality)
Utility / value (is the self-talk useful, helpful)
When ts it helpful? When not?
How you’ve described your self-talk with this disappointment - is this typical o f your self-talk
times of disappointment?

5. Imagine a recent ethical question, o f importance to you.
Try to recall the situation to yoat self-- what it was about, bow you felt, etc. .
N».w, when faced with this ethical decision, did you use self-1alk?
Follow up / probe to gather detail and nuances, using the following attributes o f self talk as prompts
Describe the self-talk used
Quantity (amount o f self-talk used)
Frequency (usually used with ethical questions, vs. seldom)
Repetition (repeating similar messages)
Tone [valence] (positive, negative, critical, supportive)
Identify the voice
Accuracy o f this voice?
Which voice dominates?
Audible (vs, silent)
Timing (pre-event, concurrent, post-event)
Believabilitv (how convincing is the self-talk?)
Congruence (bow well does it match reality)
Utility / value (is the self-talk useful, helpful)
When is it helpful? When not?
How you’ve described your self-talk with this ethical situation - is this typical o f your self-talk
times o f ethical decisions?

6. Imagine a recent interpersonal contact - again a situation o f importance to you.
Try to recall the situation to y o u rse lf- what it was about, how you felt, etc. .
Now, when faced with this interpersonal conflict, did you use self-talk?
Follow up / probe to gather detail and nuances, using the following attributes o f self talk as prompts
Describe the self-talk used
Quantity (amount o f self-talk used)
Frequency (usually used witn interpersonal conflict, vs. seldom)
Repetition (repeating similar messages)
Tone [valence] (positive, negative, critical, supportive)
Identify the voice
Accuracy o f this voice?
Which voice dominates?

Audible (vs. silent)
l iming (pre-event, concurrent, post-event)
Believabilify (how convincing is the self-talk?)
Congruence (how well does it match reality)
l ,'iUity / value (is the self-talk, useful, helpful)
When is it helpful? When not?
How you’ve described your self-talk with this conflict
interpersonal conflict?

7.

is this typical o f your seft-taik in times of

Are there other situations we haven’t addressed, where you would tend to use self-talk?
Follow up / probe to gather detail and nuances, using the following attributes o f self talk as prompts:
Describe the self-talk used in this type o f situation
Quantity (amount o f self-talk used)
Frequency (usually used with this type o f situation, vs. seldom)
Repetition (repeating similar messages)
Tone [valence] (positive, negative, critical, supportive)
identify the voice
Accuracy o f translation
Which voice dominates?
Audible (vs. silent)
Timing (pre-event, concurrent, post-event)
Believabilify (how convincing is the self-talk?)
Congruence (how well does it match reality)
Utility / value (is the self-talk useful, helpful)
When is it helpful? When not?
How you’ve described your self-talk with this situation -- is this typical o f your self-talk in such
situations?

Close:
Is there anything you’d like to add or clarify to our discussion?
Did our conversation influence you in any way, tn terms o f well-being or self-talk -- change your view, add
to your self-understanding, etc.?

Thank you for taking part in this project.
If any questions or further thought arise, feet free to call me.
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